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Promotional videotape
to highlight community

Hilltoppers study dropping CPR,first-aid classes
football from I-AA to III
offered by Red Cross •

See story on page 2

See story on page 8

See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Israel begins Lebanon pull-out
SIDON, Lebanon (AP)- Israeli soldiers today took down their'
blutand-white flags that had i marked the main Awali River
cros ing into south Lebanon for more than two years and pulled
back from their front line.
The Israelis at the crossing took two minutes, shortly after 11
a.m., to leave the bridge that they had held since their invasion in
June 1982.
The pullback marked the first phase of Israel's three-stage
withdrawal plan to gradually move its occupation soldiers out of
south Lebanon.

Benzene pollutes Ohio River
CINCINNATI (AP ) - Cities taking drinking water from the
Ohio River have been-warned that the cancer-causing chemical
benzene has been detected in a 300-mile stretclt to H-untington,
W.Va.
The leak originated at a U.S. Steel Corp. plant near Pittsburgh,
Pa.
The Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission predicted
the chemical will show up at Cincinnati on Sunday, said
speitesman Glenn Moore, spokesman.
`the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency lists benzene, an
industrial solvent, as a cancer-causing compound.

New heart for Indiana man
LOUISVH.4,LE, Ky. (AP) - A Corydon. Ind., man received a
new human heart at Jewish Hospital, makiny him the seventh
heart transplant patient there, a spokesman said.
Carl E. Rose, 51, who has been on leave from an Indiana utility
company, received the donor heart about 10 p.m. Friday, and Dr.
Laman Gray Jr. completed the operation about midnight, said
spokesman David Fleming.

Elsewhere...
By The Arociste,1 Preis

FRANKFURT, Hest Germany
Kidnapped American journalist Jeremy Levin, who said he was 'nreated miserably"-during his 11 months in solitary confinement in Lebanon, returned to
freedom and stepped into the waiting arms of nis wife and
children. In Beirut, an anonymous caller claiming ,to represent
the underground organization Islamic Holy War told The
Associated Press by telephone that it had sentenced to death one
of four other missing Americans it claims to be holding hostage.
The call could not be verified, and the caller did not say Which
American had been sentenced to death.
WASHINGTON - Wit
idence mounting that Soviet leader
U.S. officials are focusing on Mikhail S. Gorbachev as his most
likely successor.
• NONG PRU,L. Thailand - Vietnamese forces routed the tough
Khmer Rouge guerrillas from their Mountain strongholds in
western Cambodia on Friday in their biggest victory since Vietnam invaded six years ago and toppled the Khmer Rouge
government.
LOUISVILLE.Ky.- Murray P. Haydon "began to feel himself
wasting away" 10 days ago and chose tor gamble on uncertain life
with an artificial heart rather than face'imminent death, his cardiologist said as Haydon prepared to become the third recipient
of the plastic and metal device.

•

SANTA BARBARA.Calif. - President Reagan, in a new argument for aiding Nicaiaguan rebels. feels, that U.S. aid for the
anti-government forces 'is comparable ta 'the assistance that
American colonists gotfrom France in the Revolutionary War,a
senior administration official says.
BANGKOK, Thailand - A joint American-Laotian search
team has located "what appear to be portions of human remains" at a site where a U.S. plane crashed in southern Laos in
December 1972, a U.S. Embassy spokestrianzaid here Saturday.
Thirteen of 16 American airmen aboard the C-130 transport plane
were unaccounted for.
Today in History
Today is Saturday. Feb. 16, the 47th day of 1985. There are 318
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:. On Feb. 16, 1945, during World
War II, more than 200,000 mtmtiters of the
503rd Parachute
Infantry Regiment dropped opto the island of Corregidor in the
Philippines. Within two weeks, U.S. forces retook the fortress
from the Japanese, who had been in control since 1942.
Today's birthdays: Singer Patty Andrews is 65. Movie director
John Schlesinger is 59. Singer Sonny Bono is 50. Actor LeVar Burton is 28. Tennis player John McEnroe is 26.
Thought for today: "Executive ability: the art of getting the
credit for all the hard work somebody else does." - Anonymous.
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Rank I numbers increase

Teacher pay report
may affect panel's
career ladder study
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- The Career Ladder. Development Committee meeting this
weekend will likely take a close
look at a new report that found
Kentucky's teachers are improving their education and
salaries.
The report from the state
Department of Education,
"Public School Salaries
1983-84," shows that nearly 21
percent of Kentucky's teachers
were in "Rank I" last year compared to 5.6 percent five'years
ago.
The committee is charged
with developing a system of tying teacher salaries to personal
academic advancement and
performance as a classroom instructor. It is holding an extended meeting in Frankfort _this
weekend to pull together work
done earlier for its final report.
(A group composed of
Calloway County school personnel and parents is also studying
career ladder systems, under a
grant from the U.S. Department
of Education.)
Many teachers' groups,
especially the Kentucky Education Association, have voieed
their opposition to a career ladder. The position adopted 'by
many of those groups is that
base teacher salaries should
first be improved. „
vent rankings the state
uses for teachers are based on
'educational levels and, to a certain extent, experience.
To achieve Rank I, for example, requires 30 semester hours
of graduate study beyond a
master's degree and regular
professional certification.
In 1978-79, Kentucky had 2,153
Rank I teachers, or 5.6 percent
of the total. Last year, that total
rose to 6,658, or almost 21 percent of all teachers.

Rank I teachers also receive
the highest average salaries_
Five year's ago, a hank I
teacher received an-- average
salary of $16,718. Last year, that
figure rose to $22,340.
More than 17,000 of Kentucky's teachers are Rank II, or
about54 percent. Those teachers
must have master's degrees or'
have completed fifth-year programs beyond the bachelor's
degree.
The salaries for that group In-.
creased by the largest percentage over the last five years. In
1978-79, the average salary was
$14,053 compared with $19,943
last year.
There were 8,177 teachers
witbonly bachelor's degrees, or
Rank III, last year, or about 25
percent of the total. Those
'teachers received an average
salary of $17.074 last year compared to $11,929 five years ago.
The number of teachers in the
1:?ottom two levels are too small
to bother with, according-to Barbara McDaniel, a spokeswoman
for the department.
Ra.-ths IV and V are only for
"emergency" -teachers when
local school districts cannot find
otherwise qualified instructors
in a given subject.
The improvement in teacher
qualifications is, to some extent,
required by law. Teachers
employed before Jan. 1, 1985,
are required to obtain a
master's degree or complete a
fifth-year after a bachelor's
degree Within a certain period of
time.
Teachers employed this year
and thereafter will have to complete 15 semester hours of work
beyond a bachelor's degree or
one-half of the work toward a
master's degree within five
years in order tq retain
certification.
•

•

•

He's one tough cat
Sam,the unofficial mascot of the Douglas Center of Murray, was
honored on Valentine's Day with a birthday party in honor of his
20th birthday. He is pictured above with Senior Citizen's Association secretary Tracy Stalls as she shows him his birthdaYtvalen. tine's cake. The sealpoint siamese cat was joined in his birthday
• t elebration by nine of the centers residents this past Thursday.

Area Boy Scout council
set to begin fund drive

Phase one of a two-phase fund- in Calloway and the other rive
raising project for the Four counties, according to Wilburn,
Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts who explained that the
of America is scheduled to kick volunteers will be contacting
off Tuesday morning.
various individals and
The fund drive will be con- businesses during the next two
ducted in the six-county area in- weeks for donations.
cluded in the Four Rivers coun- - About 100 prospects will be incil, according to Steve Wilburn, cluded in the first phase of the
district representative.
drive, which last yea7
r raised
Local do'nations will be about $8,750. This year scouting
solicited by about 85 scouting officials have set a goal of
volunteers to help fund activities $11,000 to be raised in Calloway
'County.
The second phase of the drive
will begin Feb. 27 and will in-__
- -elude about • 400 prospective
donors. including donations
from MSU.
"What we're going to do is go
town to do so.
back to those people who exEllis said he , had Consideied - pressed
an- interest in suppor!
not running, and would not have
ting the scouting program." said
had Lowry filed. However, he
Wilburn.
-added, "the support of these inLocally, the fund drive chairdividuals and their encourageman is Bill Adams.
ment certainly changed my,.
*The money, once the fund
mind. I happily and endrive is completed, will be
thusiastically file as a
distributed to each of the
candidate.
scouting units within the Four
"I want to continue the pro- - Rivers
Council. How much each
gress we're carrying on and
unit receives will be determined
work enthusiastically for new inby membership. Other areas in
dustry," Ellis said Jobs, the
which the money will be used ineconomy and city services .are
clude paying the salaries of
Murray's top priorities, he
scouting staff,-.maintenance of
added.
Camp Roy C. Manchester. the
'Feb. 28 is. the filing deadline -Purchase of
scouting equipment
for the May primary.
and supplies and liability insurance coverage Mr scouting
Participants.

Ellis files for mayor's seat
Mayor _Holmes Ellis filed for --ttiman C.C. Lowry would run for
the post. After Lowry announced
re-election to office Friday evenlast week he.would not seek the
ing, after being urged to do so by
mayor's office, other local
other community leaders. -Ellis, now in his 20th year as leaders, including Lowry
Murray's mayor, filed his. himself, encouraged Ellis to
notification and declaration
run.
document for the .May 28
His notification document was
Lowry,
primary'With County Clerk Mar- signed.
by. Joe Dick and
H. Glenn Doran, chief _ exvin Harris. Ellis' only
challenger at this point is Don A. ecutives of the Bank of Murray
Maupin.
and Peoples Bank, respectively,
attorneys Sid Easley and
Ellis' current term as mayor
William Donald Overbey.
b
---if-gan
—th 1982. He previously
served in the office from 1957 to ,1 businessman James Garrison
and former Mayor Melvin
1973.
His candidacy for re-election - Henley. Former county JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller was
had been in doubt, following
speculation that City Counto have signed but was not in
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Sonic offices
closed Monda

.CLOUDY
Mostly cloudy tonight with
a few flurries possible. Lows
in the mid 20s and west winds
around 10 nfph. Sunday partly
cloudy with highs in the lower
to mid 30s. Northwest winds
around 10 mph.
Extended Foreenst
The extended forecast for
Monday through Wednesday
calls f9r a slight chance of
!showers Tuesday and other-.
wise partly cloudy weather
with milder temperatures.,
BEST i MATHEMAT1C1ANS - Calloway County Middle School's team won first plane in the annual
Highs Wit be in the. 405 Monday. warming to the mid 40s,_ _ Junior High Mathematics WIWI at Murray State Univelmity on'Feb. 9. Teani members from left, front,
-are:ttleott Buchanan, Rhonda Jones, Betsy Whitfield. Vancek Huie, Jamie Armstrong, Jon Rose, Ranto mid 506 by Wednesday.
dy Hansen ahd back. coach Bill Miller.
:
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In observance of
Washington's birthday on
yoneray.--s-eVetal locardffices
have announced the'y will be
closed for the official holiday
but will reopen Tuesday fott
regular business hours.
The Murray Farmer's'
Home Administration office
will be. closed Monday. the Murray Federal Post pffice
will also be closed Monday.
Margaret Trevath-an, head
librarian, reported that the
Callowat. County, Library
would ists closed Monday.
All city offices will be open
_diking the Monday holiday.
according to Mayor Holmes
• Ellis.
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A great place to live

Phillips files
for county
attorney post

Promotional videotape available for highlighting area
Murray and,Calloway CouriV •of the Waterfield Center for
Business and Governmental
are good ptaces to live and work.
Research at Murray State, servThat's the message of a
ed as projea 'director. Several
20-minute promotional videotape
other persons were Involved -in
which will be available for use
about mid-January. It highlights • various phases of production and
as members of a community adindustry, the hospital,. schools,
visory committee.
Murray State University and
Serving-on tjteldvisory comother aspects of the community
mittee were: Buddy Buckwhich emphasize quality of life.
ingham. chairman of the Murray.
Initiated in March 1984, the project is a joint effort of Murray " Calloway County Economic
Development
Corporation:
State. the Murray-Calloway
Stuart Poslon, administrator,
". County Economic Development
and Kathy Hodge. director. of,
Corporation. the
Murraypublic
relations. MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
Calloway bounty Hospital; and
the Murray-Calloway County
Ste Zea.executive vice presiChamber of Commerce. All of the
de
of the Murray-Calloway
organizations provided financial
County Chamber of Commerce.
support.
Dr. James L. Booth. vice presiDr. Rex F. Galloway, director

SIM

dent for academic affairs at Murray State, assisted with the project by providing funding and bymaking university facilities and
personnel available for production of the tape.
Representing the Faculty
Resource Center at Murray State
were: Pat Clement. media coordinator. who was the executive
producer of the tape; Mark
Underwood. media specialist, the
photographer and editor; and Dr.
Tracy Harrington. director, who
wrote the script, along with
members of the hospital public
relations staff.
Greg Delaney. news director at
VVSJP Radio, narrated the tape:
Galloway Said the tape Will 6e
useful in attracting new business

and industry to the area, for
recruiting faculty and staff at
Former Murray City Attorney
Murray State and physicians and
other specialized medical person- " Bill Phillips has announced his
candidacy for the office of
nel for the hOspital and as, a
Calloway County Attorney.
general promotional tool for the
Phillips has also served as:
Murray Tourism Commission,
advisor to the Calloway County
the local school systems and
Fire-Rescue Squad and coor3ther organizations.
dinator of the successful drive to
He added that anyone inestablish Fire Protection
terested in making use of the tape
Districts ip Calloway County;
should contact one of the four
charter board member of the
sponsoring organizations.
Murray-Calloway County TranSo that the people of Murray &
Bill Phillips
sit Authority and president of
Calloway County can have an opthe authority; president of
portunity to view the tape, it will
Murray-Calloway County Senior
be aired on-Murray CablevisiOn's
Citizens for four. years;
Channel 34 on Tuesday, February
representative of Calloway 'Court jurors would be given
19, at 6:110 p.m., and again on
greatest consideration in the
County to the Purchase Area
Thursday, February 21. at 6:30
handling of trials, and that there
Development District Aging
would be complete cooperation
Commission; president of
with the commonwealth atMurray-CallowaysCounty 'Comtorney in the prosecution of
munity Theatre for three years;
felonies.
advisor to the Kentucky Statute
"The value of treating all of
Revision Commission in
our citizens with respect and
Frankfort; teacher at Murray
courtesy cannot be overemState University in litigation and
phasized and the county attrial practice; and advisor to the
torney's
office particularly must
Murray-Calloway
County Comvation and water control pracand also provides good control of..
Clifford White.
observe that highest degree of
munity
Improvement
county.
tices followed in the
weeds and herbs," he said.
Using color slides of Calloway
moral and ethical integrity,"
Volunteers, among others
These included a good cropping
Another practice illustrated
farms, including those of Mark
Bill said.
positions.
followed
small
grain
rotation —
was that of diversion ditches —
Paschall, John Tucker on the
In addition, he explained,
Phillips stated that he brings
by no-till beans, then no-till corn
fields in which ditches catch the
Max Hurt farm at Kirksey, Potts,
there should be much greater in14
years'
experience
in
local
repeating
:
the
cy
before
or milo
run-off water from slopes and
Herman Ellis, Marvin.Lassiter
volvement by the county at:
government law to the office of
'This gives three cro..every
carry i.tof. Another was parallel
and others, Alcott illustratedtorney in oh-going legal training
attorney
cdunty
dm
the
benefit
twn veprs on the same ground
terraces - with , underground
several ofthe types of soil conger- '
for the Sheriff's Department and
of Calloway County.
drainage outlets., . or, "gully
in the search for government
Bill
serves'
also
leader
0.s
lay
plugs," as farther fefer to them.
funding
foir county programs.
of
South
Pleasant
Grove United
. Stilkanother was that of grass
"Calloway needs an agMethodist
Church,
Adult
Sunday
waterways,.,that of gentle indengressive county attorney to furSchool teacher, representative
tions heavily sown in grass over
nish that leadership necessary
at
Annual
Conference,
and
lay
run-off
flows
which
water
without
to
obtain the economic benefits
speaker at several churches.
carrying away any appreciable
to which we should be entitled,"
Bill stated that the county atamount of the top soil.
he said. "The office cannot aftorney's office would be open to
Alcott, who came to Murray
ford to be negative to the needs
all citizens, that all criminal
from Mt. Sterling and Monof Calloway Countians.
misdemeanors would be handltgomery County and where he
"My platform consists of,
ed In a swift and efficient manwas for five years, went on to tell
nothing
leas than hard work,
ner, including speedy disposithe Rotarians that today's soil
dedication, experience, and an
tion of cold-checking and nonloss to erosion and run-off water
honest respect for the people Of
support, that lost work time of
is far more severe than 20 years
this county," Phillips concluded.
witnesses, victims and nlateiet
ago,
"Twenty years ago," he
pointed out,"there was a Mixture
on our farms of row crops,
livestock and dairying. But then
along Came $8 and $10 soybeans
and depressed cattle and hog
SAVING THE SOIL: Stephen L. Alcott, the USDA district conmarkets.
servationist in Calloway County,is shown evaluating a badly erodare Feb._ 25, 26 and. 28, and
The Calloway County.Chapter
As a tesult, more and: more
ed area on the Calloway County farm owned by Dr. Robert ColMarch 4,5 and 7. The instructors
of the American Red Cross will
land has gone into cultivation.
bert of Sikeston. Mo., and located on Wildcat Creek. Once a corwW be Sharon Pierceall and Ann
hold a cardio-pulmonary
New ground was carved out of
rective program had been designed,the area was bull dozed over,
Ingle.
restiscitation (CPR) and firstthe woods, and with much of this
leveled,fertilized,seeded and mulched for permanent cover. Alcott
Fee is $30 per person. A few
tlass the last week of
cover removed, the run-off water, aid
reviewed a number of similar programs at the Murray Rotary Club
February and first week of openings remain, and persons
has steadily eaten away at our
meeting Thursday.
wanting to participate should
March.
_
top soil until it has become a real
call the Red Cross office at
Classes will be held at Faculty
serious problem," he said.
Hall on the Murray State Cam- 753-1421 on Mondays,
But it's what on top that keeps
Wednesdays or Fridays.
pus from 6 to 10 p.m..Class dates
the soil in place, he added, pointing out that the only products his
office has.rto sell is soil conservation
and
water
control
procedures.
• A native of Todd County, Alcott
due to low prices for their farm
• LOIASVILLE, Ky. (API—
graduated from Murray State in
Dairymen Inc., the LouisvilleproductLandthe_higLi cost of
1971 with a degree in agriculture.
based milk marketing
production," Ben F. Morgan Jr.,
He is married to the former
cooperative, laid off 21
Dairymen's chief executive ofPaula Sue McGregor of Nortonemployees'at Its'office
ficer. said.
_
ville, and they have three
in an effort to trim costs and
"The
total
dairy
industry,
indaughters,ages 9,4 and 214. They
boost payments to its members,
cluding Dairymen's 7,500
reside at 805 Guthrie.
officials,said.
member-owners who produce
He was introduced by Steve
Those laid off were employees__
_milk in 17 eastern and
Zea, the program chairman for
in areas of data processing, acsoutheastern states, is experienthe day.
counting, engineering and
cing this same trauma."
-Guests at the meeting included
marketing, as well as other serformer Rotarian Don Henry
Efforts to cut back on staff
vice areas, according to a news
guest of Ed Chrisman; Jasor
and services began almost two
release Friday.
Gropel, guest of his father, Stan
years ago and included merging
"Agriculture is going through
and Tom Brown, guest of Dalri
division operations and closing
a very trying period with many
C
.
Severn.
bottling plants, officials said.
farmers going out -of "business
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Alcoa speaks to group about soil erosion

•

The Murray Rotary-Club was
given a lesson in soil conservation
and run-off water control at its
weekly meeting Thursday.
Stephen L. Alcott. the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
district --conservationist in
Calloway. County, told. the
• Rotarians that up to an average
of three tons per acre of top soilcan be lost to erosion and run-off
water and good crop production
still Maintained.
t Most of this, however, is
replaced naturally with new-toil
produced by residue from
previous crops left on the land. To
lose more than an average of five
tons per acre could' lead to
serious problems, he went on,
noting that five tons of top. soil
"spread over an acre of ground is
only about the thickness of a
10-cent piece.
Alcott. who has been the
Calloway County conservationist
for the past six years, went on to
emphasize that his office works
largely with the Calloway County Conservation District in

plementing its sod conservation
and water control.programs.
The officers of the local district
are: Larry Hale. Jamie Potts,
Thomas Lee Armstrong, Ovorta
Bogard. Albert Wilson. the chairBeel Guthrie and
man. C. H
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CPR, first-aid classes to be offered
by Calloway chapter of Red Cross
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PERSPECTIVE
Views on Kentucky
from state newspapers
The following are excerpts
from Kentucky newspaper
editorials on issues concerning
Kentuckians:
The Kentucky Advocate, Dan• ville: "In the early days of this
century ... bands of 'night
riders burned fields and barns
and horse-whipped growers who
wouldn't join in their effort to
stand up against the tobacco
companies and the dismally low
prices they were paying.
"The outgrowth ... was the formation in 1907 of the Burley
Tobacco Society, a cooperative
association that for the first
time brought some price stability to the burley market.
"Over the years, with the help
of the federal government,
tobacco growers have built upon
that early experiment and have
developed a model farm program that guarantees adequate
supply, provides a relatively
stable level of income to the
farmers, and costs the federal
government very little ... It pays
the property taxes that support
rural schools; it makes the mortgage payments that support the
banks.
"Sadly, instead of being able
to take the offensive in trying to
solve the tobacco industry's continuing problems, the industry's
representatives in Washington
have been reduced to justifying
the tobacco program's very
existence.
"It simply shoulq not be
lumped together with farm programs that cost the government
billions, of dollars every year
when it has cost the government
less than $50 million over the
last 45 years. The damage that
would be done in Kentucky ...
would far outweigh the small
savings to the federal budget."
---The State Journal, Frankfort:
"Plans by the Reagan administration to end 50 years of
federal price supports on
agricultural crops_ and the
cynical attitude within the administration ... that farmers facing foreclosure somehow
deserve what happens to them
can mean only that the men and
women who have fed the rest of
us ... face a rocky future.
"We have to be realistic.
Although people will always
smoke tobacco ... it is a foregone
conclusion that health concerns
nationally, legal barriers to
smoking in public places, competition from foreign tobacco,
eventual elimination of federal
price supports and quotas on
tobacco crops will all combine to
render tobaccosa progressively
less'. attractive ... commodity.
The nation's leading cigarette
manufacturers have seen the
handwriting on the wall and, for
a number of years, have been
diversifying into other
businesses.
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"What Kentucky must have is
an intensive program ... to
prepare the state and its
farmers for an orderly phasing
out of tobacco and its replacement with alternative crops."
---The Commonwealth-Journal,
Somerset: "The intent was
good. State legislators apparently tried to make election laws more compact and less
confusing.
"But the end result may be
chaos, particularly for cities like
Somerset.
"The wrench is called a
special non-partisan primary an election in wards before the
general citywide election. Permitted by a new package of election laws, the special primaries
were devised to weed out 'extra'
candidates in May and narrow
the field for the November
election.
"The havoc already is evident
in Somerset. Now some • candidates for city offices must play
the primary game - filing to
run earlier, campaigning not for
one but two elections, dragging
out the election process even
more. It certainly seems more
reasonable ... to continue the old
'open' November elections
which allowed as many candidates to square off as desired.
"Two huge 'negatives' seem
to make a Somerset primary
impractical:
- Ward boundaries and
precinct boundaries in the city
don't match.
- Under the new law,
primary elections will be required in some wards but not in
others.
"County clerks, election 'officials, courthouse politicians,
staff of the state attorney
general's office - everybody is
confused by the new election
laws.
"We aren't trying to nix ...
progress. But ... all angles of a
switch require inspection ...
Plans of implementation, or in
this case, public education, are a
necessity if the proposal is to be
a success."
---The Sunday Independent,
Ashland: "Now that the Kentucky Court of Appeals has
struck down Attorney General
David Armstrong's power to
prosecute the case against state
Treasure Frances Joires Mills
we hope the matter still is
pursued.
"Armstrong now has two options in pursuing the case. One is
an appeal of the decision to the
Kentucky Supreme Court. The
other is to turn the prosecution
of the case over to Franklin
County Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton.
"The charges against Mrs.
Mills are too serious to ,be
dismissed on a technicality."
----
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by larry mcgehee

Why Lincoln's birthday
comes before Washington's
Congress tells us presidents
have birthdays only on Mondays..
I continue to observe -those anniversaries on their true dateseven on w Tuesday, where Lincoln's happens to be. or a Friday,
as Washington hits this year.
Lincoln comes to -mind as we
are
watching
Gen
Westmoreland's lawiuit against
CBS-TV. The network had
reported that the general
deliberately underestimated the
numbers of enemy troops in Vietnam5 and the general,took issue
with that report.
Someone once asked Lincoln
how many troops the "Rebels"
had. He replied that he had a
precise count of 1,200,000. The inquirer gasped and asked how Lincoln could beso sure of hisfigure.
Lincoln , smiled, and said his
generals_ lways- reportedzafter
each defeatithat they were outnumbered 3 to 1, and since there
were 400,000 Federal _troops.
there had.
'to
be 1,200,000
Confederates.
One of the paradoxes of
American history is that the best
president the nation may ever
have had technically presided
over only half a nation.
Lincoln was fond of using the
word "Providence" to refer to
divine power. He invoked Providence in his speeches. his letters, and his calls for days of
thanksgiving. The greatest act of

Providence may have been in
. He was a man of the people. the flames a the yioniclit .
sending Lincoln to the White
placed by the people in a,position
! He fought the tragedy more
House for the time it took to mend
to be for the people. Tragedies do fiercely than he'fought the war.
the rip in the fabric of the . not come to machinery,
From the first shot at Ft Sumter.
or
country.
buildings, or even to land.
until.the .one that killed him in
Lincoln endured the most
Tragedies come only to people.
Ford's Theatre. Lincoln was
vicious namecalling, buckpassThe feel Lincoln had for people, a14ys lociking beyond the war
ing, and blame-placing the nation
as their best representative.'was
All Wars eventually end Even the
ever saw, more ofit from his own
a feel for 'their tragedy. Hundred Years' War ended The
"allies" in the North than ever
something he could grasp-and exhard part is not the fighting. It is
from -the.South.
press better thaii -any-of the peothe living-together afterward that
He refused to call southerners
ple themselves. His Gettysburg
is always mankind's greatest
"enemies." To Lincoln, the South
Address. and his two inaugural
challenge.
never left the Union, and the peo- addresses are literacy masterThose around him villified him
ple of the South were always the
pieces, equal to the Homer and
for his humor. for telling parables
brothers and cousins of the peo- Shakespeare and Bible that
Linand making puns in the midst
ple of the North. His view of the
coin tread over and over and
carnage and chaos. He had a
war was that of a quarreling
quoted from memory. They are
ready reply for such ctitics
If •
family that Providence, in time, better addresses than most.
I do not laugh, then I must weep.•'
would cool and reunite.
because they were penned by one
. He often seemed unable
. to
.•• What day his birthday is
who had the tragic vision to
select,and control his .generals.
match the .gi9..of -using words. • celebrated neVer wOiHd have
Perhaps Providence was at work
We think -of Lincoln as the • diStUrbed'AbeLinColn at all. AuY
in that failing,- too. Had the war
infiltrate-Anterican. Carl' Saitn:" ---day andeveryrdaref the. yearis•-•
appropriate. Washington may • 6"
ended earlier, if yv.ould have only
burg's flattering biography
haYe been the Father of His
been a draw, to be resumed later.
makes him too much the 'ninths
It had to go on to its tragic conlawyer: Lincoln was 'a Ken- • Country. but without Lincoln, it
-could have been a -nation that
clusion. Even then, the- scars -tuckian tiefore he was an Illinois
died prematurely at its own
would remain for decades longer. or Indiana resident. He was
hands at age f.5. Lincoln made
The sense Lincoln had of the
never a local, provincial .fikure.
war as tragedy, outside the conHis thoughts and hopes were on . Washington great by preserving
Washington's offspring.
trol of those who were dying in it.
too grand a scale to be contained
set him apart asNa president. He
by a particular:town or state-or
We • saluit: his courage, his
had duties to fulfill-armies -to
by a specific time. The war he
steadfastness, his humility, his
assemble,constituents to rally, a
was in had, its origin in the
humor, his vision, his choice of
public with an ebbing morale to
words, his touch with Proworld's past and its significance
lift, and a alion to administer.
in the globe's future. The tragedy
vidence. ancl.his afileCtion for ail
Yet, he had a tragic vision that
of us„e_yenthose he never met. as
Lincoln knew Was the shortput him above and beyond his
sightedness of past and future -members of his family. Many
duties.
that consumed everyone else in • happy tkturns. Mr. President.
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by john cunniff
NEW YORK -I AP - Questions sometimes- are more
revealing than answers.
Such as: Why . has the
Treasury proposed repealing
the deductibility of state and
local taxes?
Such a move might raise
revenues for the Federal
government, but most prominent tax analysts who have expressed themselves on the issue
seem to feel it will lessen the
revenue-raising ability of state
an.d local governments.
The question-arises because of
the Reagan administration
philosophy, often and variously
expressed,- that .it is better to
haye decisions made closer to
the
people than, by a central,
*19115 Copley News Service
government.
The -Treasury' Also - _propcise
.that the Small Business AdMinistration, which supplies • in: formation and sometimes financial assistance to entrepreneurs,
proprietors, :partnerships and
small coroporations, be
Parvin Miller, Feb. 13; a boy to
abolished.
Pvt. and Mrs. James Walker.
••
Again, the proposal seems to
Feb. 14.
be at variance with the - adMarion Sharbrough. Jean
ministration's own- Opinions on
Ryan and Joe Pat James are
the importance of small
members of the cast of the play,
-business in strengthening the
"Dark Victory," to be presented
-private-sector.
Feb. 23 by Alpha Psi Omega
A more personal question indrama fraternity at Murray
volves young people and IRAs.
State College.
the individual retirement acIn high School basketball
counts that allow individuals to
games Murray Training beat
put away $2,000 a year lplus
New Concord and Benton beat
another $250 for non-working•
Murray High. High team
spousesi tax-free until
scorers were Lassiter and Rigretirement.
gins for Murray Training. Bell
The question: Should a person
for New Concord, Drafen for
in his or her mid-20s put away
Benton and Covington for Mur$2,000 of hard-earned cash,
ray High.
never to be used until, at the
earliest. age 59 Years. six-monFifty years ago
ths? _Or would that. person be
The Sunday Movie Case will
better off investing in a house?
await the action of Judge Ira D.
Smith during the April term of
Calloway County' Circuit Court
%RITE A LETTER - Letters,
and will likely be taken to the
to the editor are welcomed and
Court of Appeals' aS soon as encouraged. All letters must be
possible afte Judge Smith's deci- signed 1the VIriter and the
sion is given.
HriterL.. address and phone
Murray Civic Clubs are seeknumber must be included for
ing a better telephone service
%erification. The phone number
for Murray. They have petitionwill not be published.
ed Southern Telephone Co to inLetters should be t)pew ritten
stall automatic • equipment' and double-spaced if possible and
which will do away with the, should 'be on topics of general
Interest.
necessItyi of ringing tolbsecure
,
connection and the lapse of time.
Letters must not be more than
now necessary before phones 500 words. Longer letters cannot
are disconnected after calls.
be published.
Editors. reser% e the right -to
Dr. J.A. Outland and Nurse
Virginia Irvan will begin the in- condense or reject any letter and
spection of -Murray Grade limit frequent writers.
• Address correspondence to:
SchoolA this week. They will'furfish smallpox vaccinations for Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Bo1 1940, Murray, Ky.
those who have not been
42071.
vaccinated.

REFRESH MY MEMORY— IS THATMY SON MICHAEL

ONE OF -THE GRANDCHILDREN OR WHAT.. ?

thoughts in season

looking back

•-•

by Ken Wolf
We all like to escape the difficult job of thinking by relying, as
much as possible, on slogans and cliches.
We say, for example, that "money talks" without paying attention to the fact thatis say,s many different things.
In explaining the difference between the Polish nobility and their
French counterparts in the novel Poland, James Michener made
a distinction between rich people with brains and those without:
Those with brains make a great effort to hold on to every penny they have while preaching to the general population that
freedom and dignity and patriotism are possible only under
their protection; in this way they elicit the support of the very
people they hold in subjection.
By contrast and here Michener was talking about the
eighteenth-century French nobilitY rich people without brains
make no attempt to justify their wealth in philosophical and social
terms.
The second group of people usually aren't around as long as the
first.
'II •
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Ten years ago
sophomore at Murray High
G-ov. Julian Carroll has an- School.
riounced that Calloway County is
The sale of Series E and H,
scheduled to receive an $85,000 Savings Bonds' in Calloway
state grant to be used for expan- County during January
sion and renovation of Calloway amounted to $28,762.
County Public Library. •
Gerald McCord, son of Mr.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Albert McCord. is a
Hardy Kelso, and two student at the University of
automobiles, were destroyed by
Louisville.
fire last night.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a girl
Lt. William T. McCage, son of
to Mr. and Mrs. Derrell Rowlett. Mr. and Mrs. W.F. McCage, and
Feb. 6; twins, boy and girl, to
Sgt. Cody Jones. son of Mrs. VicMr. and Mrs. Oscar Dale
tor Jones, have been reported
(Butch) Turnbow, and a boy to
killed in action while serving
Mr. and Mrs. Don McClure, Feb.
with the Armed Forces in
8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Germany.
Reid Dunn, Feb. 10.
Elected as officers of the
Twenty years ago
reorganized Murray Chamber of
Robert E. Daniel, assistant
Commerce are Luther Robertprofessor of biology at Murray
son, president; 'George Hart.
State College, will be speaker at
vice president; Max Hurt, exthe Civitan Clergy Appreciation
ecutive secretary.
Night program, according to
Members of the Murray Park
Hayden Rickman, club
Board are the Rev. T.H. Mullins.
president.
Vernon Hate, MrS.-A.13. AliStfri,Recent births reported at the
Ed Filbeck, Mrs. Graves HenMurray Hospital include a girl
don, Clifford Seeberi Paul
to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Mazak,
Gholson and Mayor George
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.B. ParHart.
•
rish, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Marriages5 announeed. this
Vyron Mitchell III, a girl to Mr.
week include Nomie Butterand Mrs. Donald Tinsley and a
worth tositobert Myers. Feb. 3;
boy to Mr. -and Mrs. Morris
Julia Coleman Collins to Lt.
Wilson.
Fred Milton Wells, Feb. 14: BetCharlie Lassiter is state
ty Jo Lassiter to Allan Poole S-C
representritive for the Fifth
.3-c USNR, Feb. 8.
Distret composed of Calloway
Births reported this week inand Trigg Counties.
clude a girl to T-4 Sgt. and Mrs.
Jack DunawitS,; a boy to Cpl.
' Thirty:years ago
Clarice Rohwedder, daughter
and Mrs. John Adams, Feb. 8; a
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
boy to Mr' and Mrs. J.D OverRohwedder, won the cancer
by. Feb. 10; a boy to Mr. and
essay contest sponsored by the
Mrs. Roy Bynum. Feb. 12; a girl
Cancer Society. .she is a
to Gunners Mite 3-c and Mrs
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By MRS. R.D.KEY
Jan. 28, 1985
On a Saturday in
December, the Rey.
Warren Sykes, dressed
as Santa, drove a lawn
mower with his wife,
Mrs. Sykes, his
daughter, Mrs. Susan
Lee, and her daughter,
Tabitha, in a ' wagon
behind the mower
through Puryear. Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch Sykes
followed them in a car.
Rev. Sykes gave all the
elderly people a fruit
plate. They were invited
to the Puryear Nursing
Home to pass gifts
around to the patients.
They sang,songs with
Mrs. Lee as pianist. The
families have received
many calls and -cards
expressing appreciation
for this remembrance.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins recently attended the funeral of her
aunt, Mrs. Eva'Oliver,
in Pacific Grove, Calif.
She had been making
her home with the
Jenkins for the past few
years.
Mr. and mil. Gaylon
Morris were recent
guests of Mrs. Glynn
Orr and 'Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins..
Recent guests of Mrs.
Jessie Paschall were
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Larue
Orr and Dorothy Sykes.
The Morris' also visited
Louise Holley.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes visited Tuesday
In my home and later
were dinner guests of

the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
The - Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee were recent
supper guests of the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and also visited in
my home.
Mrs. Sadie Cooper
was admitted Friday for
treatment at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Recently admitted to
the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
were Ancil Wicker, Mrs.
Reva Paschall and
Ralph Gallimore.
Mrs. Seattle Hemphill
was dismissed from
Henry County Hospital
on Saturday and is now
at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Herbert Orr
and Mr. Orr. Berna
Love Tarkington visited

her Saturday and also
Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Cierris Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key visiting Mrs. Ovie
Wilson in Paris Manor
last week.
Hilda Orr was a recent guest of Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
People think this
January is bad weather.
Have they forgot Jan.
27, 1951, when sleeting
and freezing rain
started followed by
snowing. It got so deep
mail couldn't run and
the temperature dropped to 21 below zero.
Mrs. Ruby Houzlow
and son, Scott, and Mrs.
Dorothy Sykes visited
Monday with Ancil
Wicker, a patient at
Henry County Hospital.

DATEBOOK
Theatre plans dance
Lvna.-kriderson
and Ronald ,St(phcn Jacks()n
will marry.0 Oak Grove church

oold

,Two film classics
to be shown here

A SALON

by

DENNIS R. MILLS
A master innovator in his field,
DENNIS offers 8 years of
progressive, dependable, and
professional haircare...

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY...

759-4976.
THE VILLAGE
HWY. 641 N.
Featuring Sebastion Products

Two Hollywood
classics of the, eatly
1930s. "Frankenstein"
and -Little Caesar,"
will be shown at Murray
State University the
week of Feb. 18 as free
programs of the International Film Festival.
Showings will include
an evening double
feature on Monday and
matinees on Tuesday
and Thursday, all in
room 208 of Faculty
Hall. The schedule
follows:
"Frankenstein" at
p.m. and "Little
Caesar" at 8:15 p.m.
Monday.
"Frankenstein" at12:30 p.m. Tuesday.
-Little Caesar-`at
12:30 p.m. Thursday.
Made in 1931.
-Frankenstein" is the
BARGAIN
MATINEES
Sat. & Sun.
All Seats $2.00
310. 1.30.

I.

Harrison Ford
Is John Book.

8x10 COLOR 8x 10
PORTRAITS

'Arrows
CINE 1 & 2

Birth
thru
5 years

classic Hollywood version of Mary Shelley's
novel. Directed by
James Whale, the
71-minute film stars.
Boris Karloff as the
monster. Colin Clive
plays Dr. Frankenstein,
his creator, and Mae
Clark the romantic lead.
One of the first
gangster movies made,
"Little Caesar- stars
Edward G. Robinson
and Enrico Minden°,
who goes from the
small-time to big shot
before he is gunned
down. Directecl_by Mervyn Leroy, the
80-minute film was
made in 1930. It also
,stars DouglasFairbanks, Jr., Glenda Farrell, Stanley Fields and
Sidney Blackmun
A movie that does not
have many of the
technical flaws so evident in films of that
time, "Little Caesar"
has held up through the
years as one ofthe finest
gangster movies ever
.
a e;
The -Inte rna tion alFilm Festival is sponsorPd in part by The
Center for International
Programs, Office Of
Conferences and Continuing' Education, the
.University Center
Board, the Colleges of
Creative Expression
and FlUmanistioStudies
and the Departments of
English and Foreign
Languages. ,

central center 753-3314

85'
"World Of Color"
•Over 5 years
$3.95 each
•Parrent must pickup
portraits
'No costumes or
uniforms

.The Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre will kick off its 1985 fundraising drive
with a dance on Friday, Feb. 22, from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the Curris Center Ballroom, Murray
State University. Music will be by the Dan Steele
Band. The feature of the evening will be a Silent
Auction with many valuable works of art
donated by area -artists and craftsmen, according to Helen Foley, chairman, funding committee--of the theatre. Reservations should be made
by Wednesday,Feb. 20, by sending a check made
payable to-Community Theatre, P.O. Box 952,
Murray. Ky. 42071 or call' 759-1752, 753-0503 or
753-1285 for further information. Tickets are $20
per couple 'with $15 tax deductible and $10 for
single With $7.50 tax deductible.

. Secretaries will meet
The Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will meet Monday,
Feb. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre of
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Bonna Yates, guest speaker, will talk
about "Psychology for Better Living."

Molly Ross on prograni. The

Music Departmant of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Feb. 19, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house. Molly Ross will present the • program of Appalachian Music.
Hostesses will be Frances Galloway, Wanda
Moseley, Margaret Moseley, Margaret Boone,
Pat Seiber, Irma La Follette, Kathy Mowery,
Fransuelle Cole and Jan Wilson.

Mrs. Moody will speak

•
The Senior Adults of the First Baptist Church
will have a potluck luncheon on Tuesday, Feb.
19, at noon in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Mrs. Reita Moody, chaplain at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, will be the speaker. All
members are urged to attend and visitors are
welcome.

Garrott new member
Jeff Garrott,son of-Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Garrott,
1125 Circarama Dr., Murray. became an
associate member of Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity on Jan. 30 at Murray State University.
He. is a- ractierfTV-Thistory ni
-djor and a 1983
graduate of Murray High School.

10

frpnrx..7 to 9 p.m. Topics will include investment_
terminology, importance of investing for the
future, pros and cons of basic investments, and
an introduction to_money market funds, mutual
funds, balance sheets, reading the financial news
and investment planning. Anyone interested in
registering should mail a registration fee of $16
(cheek payable to Murray State University I
along with name, address, telephone nunlber.
and Social Security number to Center for Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, or call 762-2116

Thompson-WilS011
wedding planned
The approaching marriage of Miss Tina
Thompson and Michael Wilson has been
announced.
Miss Thompson -is the-daughter- of- Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Lee of Rt. 1, Alm°, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Thompson of Louisville.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Barnes
Burkeen and the late Mr. Buikeen of Alm6;--cif
Mrs. Calls Lee of Hardin and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Thompson.
-Mr. Wilson is the son of Mr. and 'lifts. Hugh Eddie Wilson of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Hugh F. Wilson and
the late Mr. WilsOn of Murray and the greatgrandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Outland.
The bride-elect attended Calloway County
High School and is a graduate of the Ezell Beauty
School. She is employed at orthwood Beauty
Salon and at Pagliai's.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High
School and is employed by the Murray Electric
System.
Invitations for the wedding and reception have
been mailed. The vows will be said at-11 a.m. on
Saturday. March 2, at the home of the groomelect's parents on Whitnell Ave., Murray.
A reception will follow from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn with the pride-Oett's stepfather and
_mother. Mr. and Mrs. Lee, as hosts: Because of
weather conditions the reception was changed
from tlitkeOhome to the Holiday Inn.

Nine days after her
NEW YORK (AP) Movie legend Bette mastectomy, the
Davis, who has just 76-year-old actress sinA six-week 4ntroductory • course to acquaint
completed a film in fered a stroke. Several
men and women with ,investment opportunities
England, says her , months later she broke
will be Offered on Monday evenings for four
'greatest, greatest her hip.
;weeks March 4-25 by the Center for Continuirig
"I really thought
fear' while recovering
-Education at Murray State University. Betty
from a mastectomy, a many times I never
Boston, a Certified Financial Planner and an acstroke l and other would be acting again
count executive with First of Michigan Corporaailments was that she and that was my terror
tion, will be the instructor for the non-credit
would never work In the hospital, night
course titled "Securities and Investing: Part I."
after night sleepless,"
again.
to meet in Room 152 South of Business Building
she said in an interview
taped for ABC-TV's
"Good Morning
America."
HMI
Nur rei• - I till( sid•
The star of such films
as "All About Eve" and
"Jezebel" called her
recovery "a great vicBox 952 Murray, Kentucky 42071
tory" because "many of
the doctors said I would
C hl Par.
Dear Friend,
Exikutivit Ilrector
never work again, in
DON'T MISS THE DANCE OF THE YEAR! The Community Theatre is kicking off their
fact they didn't think I
would live for many a
1985 fundraising drive with a Gala Event. On February 22, 1985 from 8 p.m. to 12 midday."
night at the Curris Center Ball Room, Murray State University, the Dan Steele Band will
But: she said, "I'm
be playing for all the Community Theatre supporters.
back into the whole
Not only dancing can berjoyed, but good food and beverages will add to your pleasure.
career thing with conHowever the Piece de Resistance of the evening will be a Silent Auction for your participafidence." She said she
tion with many valuable works of art donated by our area artists and craftsmen.
may-do another film in
Please make your reservations early (coupon below) for a table of as manc people as
Italy.
you care to have in your party - THE MORE THI MERRIER.
The interview is to be
Support us and enjoy a lovely evening,
aired Feb. 19.
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Helen Foley, Chairman;Funding Committee
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre

is on vacation
NAME.

Lad & Lassie

(Include names to aZioid duplication) '
Make checks payable to Community Theatreiand Mall to P.O. Box 952, Murray, Kentucky 42071, or phone 759
' 1752.
753-0503. 753 1285 for further information. Make Reservations on or before February 20
Tickets will be returned to you in pisrson or by mail immediately

NUMBER,X.PARTY

Admission

20.00 per couple,

DeVanti's
Mon. & Tues.
All Mexkan
Meals - .

($15.00 tax deductible)
10.00 single ,
($7.50 tax'deductible)

HALF
PRICE
753-1314

chestnut et:7113-3314
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EDDIE MURPHY

753-3456
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Bette Davis in film

Dates: February 18-143
Days: Mon. & Tues.
Time: 11 a.m. til 4:30 p.m.
Southside Shopping Center

i•

Investment class planned

4 M41 Ii

Plus
50'
Handling
Charge

•One special per
family (Additional
child in family
$3.95 each)
'Satisfaction
Guaranteed
'All Groups $1.00
per person

be said

Miirmy Ledger & Times

editor

Sykes'family visits Puryear homes

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Anderson of Murray announce the engagement
and apprclaching marriage of their daughter,
Cindy Lynn, to Ronald
Stephen Jackson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edwards, of Murray and
Robert Jackson of
Pekin, Ill.
Miss Anderson is the
granddaughter . of. Mr.
and Mrs. Huel West of
Murray and of Mrs.
Grace Helen Anderson
and the late Hurley
Anderson-of Sedalia.
The bride-elect is a
1984 graduate of
Calloway County High
School -She is employed
at Pizza Hut in Murray.
Mr. Jackson is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Cook of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jackson of
Dover. Tenn.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is employed
at Holland Motor Sales.
The.wedding will take,
place on Saturday,
Manch i6, at 6 p.m. at
the Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are -invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception

Introducing...
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Corning community
Saturday, Feb. 16
3-quare and round
dancing featuring music
by Country Beat Band
will be from 7:30 to 11
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---Valentine 50's and 60's
Sock Hop, sponsored by
The Single Connection
of Murray, will be at 7
p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall, First Christian
Church.

Saturday,Feb. 16

11 iti)

AR% lb. 19x.5

PAGE 5

CIVTILS 311.130Unced

Sunday, Feb. 17

ss • W

Saturday,Feb. 16
Monday,Feb. 18
, Tuesday,Feb. 19
Tuesday,Feb.19
---Tuesday,Feb. 19
Bingo will be featured
Commun
ity Theatre for Girls will meet at 7 Public Library. For inPancak
e
Brunch, at Murray Eagles Aerie
Chapter M of P.E.O.
p.m.
in the Stables
will hold auditions for p.m. at lodge hall.
formation call 7534632. 'Lounge
Sisterhood will have a sponsored by Immanuel 4071 Lodge.
, Curris Center,
its dinner theatre shows
luncheon at noon at Lutheran Church Youth
---Murr
ay State
from 7 to 9 p.m. -at
Free blood pressure
M-urray Christian Universi
Group, will be from 9
Kenlake Hotel.
Campus Lights will be Callo
ty.
way
che'cks
Public
will be given Women's Club will have
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the presented at 2 p.m. in
---Library. For informa- from noon to 2 p.m. at a "Heart Warming"
---church.
Lovett
Trustee meeting will
Audito
rium, tion call 759-1752.
Murray High School
Murray
Seventh-day luncheon at noon at
---Murray State
be held by Murray
Chapter of the Future
Adventist Church.
Seven Seas Restaurant. Eagles
Dance featuring University.
Aerie 4071.
Tuesday, Feb. 19
Homemakers of
-----Changing Times will be
---Senior
Adults
of First
America will sponsor an at
Music Department of
The Single Connection
Murray Eagles Aerie
Second day of Baptist Church will Murray
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
open dance from 8 p.m. 4071 Lodge.
Woman;s Club will meet at 6 p.m. at
American Quarter have a potluck luncheon
to midnight at the
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Peoples Bank, North at American Legion
---Horse Association at noon in the
Building, South Sixth
school.
the club house.
12th and Chestnut, to and
"T h e Glass Horse Show will start at Fellowsh
Maple Streets.
ip Hall.
---carpool to Trinity
Menagerie" will be 8 a.m. in Livestock and
------Murray
Optimist Club Center, Paducah, for
presented by Purchase Exposition Center.
Story Hours will be at
Movie, "Frankens- will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at
special
program.
Players at8 p.m. in Mid- There is no admission.
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
tein," will be shown free Homeplace Family
dle School of Mayfield.
at Calloway Public
- -at 12:30 p.m. in Room Restaurant.
Parants Anonymous Library.
-Covenant will present 208, Faculty Hall, Mur---will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Campus Lights will be a gospel concert at 7
ray State University, as
Murray TOPS (take For information call
presented at 8 p.m. in p.m. at Immanuel
Mothers' Morning Out
part of International off pounds sensibly
) 762-2504.
Lovett Auditorium, Lutheran Church.
will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Film Festival.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Murray State
United Methodist
------at
Health
Center.
Stephen amd Ellie Church.
University.
Valentine potluck din_
Cancellation of
---Brown will present a
---ner will be at 6 p.m. at meeting of Local 1068
---Murray
-Calloway free duo-piano recital atMusic scholarship First Presbyterian
Senior citizens acUAW-AFL-CIO retirees County League
of 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital tivities
auditions for high school Church.
will be at 9:30
for today at First Chris- Women Voters will hold
Hall, Fine
.Arts Center, , a.m. at Dexter Center;
seniors will be from 8
---tian Church has been a community program
M•turray State 'from 10 a.m.
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Price
to 2 p.m. at
SHARE of Baptist announced.
on the "Status of En- University.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Student
Hazel and Douglas
Union will pre---vironme
ntal
LegislaMurray State Universi- sent a concert at p.m.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
7
Murray Assembly No. tion" at 7:30 p.m. in
Kier. singer, will pre- 3 p.m. at
ty. For information call at Memorial Baptist 19
Ellis Center.
Order of the Rainbow Arts Annex of Calloway sent
a free concert at 8
762-4288.
---Church.
------American Quarter
Acteens and Pioneer • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells to, Less • Wal-Mart Sells to, Less • Wal-Mart Seiis tor Less • Wal-Mart Sells
Horse Association will RAs of First Baptist
sponsor a horse show Church will have book
a
FESTIVAL CONTESTANT - Katherine
starting at 8 a.m. in study at 5:30 p.m.
in
Elizabeth Shepard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Livestock and Exposi- church parlor.
Frederick Wells Shepard of Murray, a junior
tion Center. Admission
---majoring in business management at Western
is free.
Monday,Feb. 18
Kentucky University, Bowling Green, was one of
Murray Chapter of
--the 16 young women competing to represent
Exhibit of commer- P. rofessional
Western as queen candidate for the Mountain
cial art and other works Secretaries InternaLaurel Festival at Pineville in May. The 16 canby Joyce Ready will be tional will meet at 7
didates were represented by various campus
in Curris Center p.m. at Commerce
organizations. Jerri Diane Stanfield, daughter of
Gallery, Murray State Centre.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Stanfield, Nashville.
University, today
Tenn., was selected to represent Western. through Feb.
Theta Department of
24.
Chosen as alternate was Laura Lea McClellan,
---Murray Woman's Club
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McClellan of
Military Ball for Mur- will have an open
Louisville.
ray State University meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
s ROTC will be at 6 p.m. the club.
-In ballroom, Curris
- Murray Lodge No. 105
Center, MSU.
Free and Accepted
---Masons will meet at 7:30
Couples bridge with
Kent and Joyce Wright p.m. at lodge hall.
Monday
Menus for the Nutri---as hosts is scheduled at
Baked ham, white
tion Program for the
Hazel and Douglas
7:30 p.m. at Oaks CounElderly and Meals- on beans, spinach,, cor- try Club.
Centers will be open
Wheels for the week of nbread, butter, Toll
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Feb, 18 to 22 ,have been House brownie, milk,
Dance featuring for, activities by senior
released by Jacqueline coffee or tea.
Country Feeling Band citizens.
Tuesday
Conley, director of the
---Chili, fried will be from 8 p.m. to
i;
Murray-Calloway Counmidnight at Murray
Reservations for lun•• •
•.;
ty Senior Citizens mushrooms, cole slaw, Moose Lodge.
cheon on Tuesday by
crackers
,
butter,
sugar
Program.
Murray Christian
---Meals are served at cookie and applesauce,
AA and Al-Anon will Women's Club should be
f
milk,
coffee
or tea.
noon Monday through
meet at 8 p.m. at made by today with
Wednesday
Friday at the Hazel and
American Legion Freda at 753-3999 or
Roast beef and gravy,
Douglas Centers and
Building, South Sixth Phyllis at 489-2622.
each Tuesday and green beans, mashed and
---Maple Streets.
f t."
Thursday at the Ellis potatoes, hot roll, butSave 2300
Art exhibit by black
Center. Meals are sent ter, citrus fruit mix,
Twin Lakers RV Cam- students will be on
Dress & Blouse Prints
to private homes each milk, coffee or tea.
ping Club will meet at 6 display in Mason
•Polyester/cotton. all cotton or
Low
Prices
Every
Day
Thursday
weekday.
p.m. at Homeplace Galery, Hart Hall, Murpolyester/rayon *45 Inches wide
Sheermist Batiste
Fried chicken, Family Restaura
Menus are as follows:
nt.
'Pastels and brights •Macnine wash
ray State University.
•
Solids
cauliflower w/cheese
Lri
---.
65% Kodel' polyester.
tumble dry •Reg 1 27 yard
---a
sauce. Ford Hook limas,
35% cotton •45 Inches
Sunday,Feb. 17
-a
"Frankenstein" and
wide •For blouses linings.
hot roll, butter, prune
AA will have a closed "Little Caesar" are
crafts *Basic & pastel
cake, prune, milk, cof- meeting
at 4 p.m. at movies to be sliown at 7 rcolors *Machine wash
fee or tea.
tumble dry
Arderican Legion and 8:15 p.m. respec014
Friday
Building, South Sixth tively in Room 208, •
Beef stew w/tomatoes and Maple Streets. For
Faculty Hall, Murray
a
▪
arEar
riv T
Carolyn Adams, and carrots, onion rings, information call
an
State University, as
tossed salad, crackers,' 753-0061, 762-3399 or
bookmobile librarian
part of International
butter, apple, milk, cof- 753-7764.
for the Calloway Public
•
Film Festival.
Library, has released fee or tea.
a
---Save 19°0
---the schedule for the
Baby Face
coming week as follows:
Knit Solids
Monday
•100% Fortrel" polyester
Holiday
i Al •58-60 Inches wide .Flesh
•
cocoa- oft-white •Machint?
Tuesday
•
wash, tumble dry
Opening - 10 to 11
•Reg 2 44 yard
*
a.m.
FORMEL
Stella - 11 a.m. to
Forver is a trademark or
•
noon
Celarbese Ccaporatror
a
Adams - 1 to 2 p.m.
a
414
Stubblefield - 2:30 to
Save 18°0
3 p.m.
•41•
Wednesday
Ye Olde Calico
Save 16°0
• Single
Browns Grove - 10:30
Face
Summert
ime
II
Dots
22°0
Save
r; r
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A and Florals
Quilts
Deco
Dots
Tuckers - 1 to 2 p.m.
•t:;b'n, Kodel• polyester.
•1 CIL,
..)!ton 4.4.5 Inche
35% cotton •45 Inches
West View - 3 to 4
wide
•For
cratIs & horn.
i
wide •Smali. neat dots
decor •W-de range of
p.m.
fr.• 11,-.• 1 -. •Reg - ''
,
,
k;
$0
color *Reg ,2 54 yard.
Thursday
Ellis Drive - 10 a.m.
1.47v, ,
A2F- —
r
.s an f astr,...•
to noon
Jornpary leg TM
Beatty - noon to 12:30
•e
r'
p.m.
,-= 4
••••
Harrison - 1 to 2 p.m.
.4
• •6
Johnson Avenue (1406
Wheeler) - 2:30 to 3
l).111•
Friday
Needlecraft
Southwest ElemenPillow Kit
tary - 10 a.m.
Mayfield - 2 to 3 p.m.
'or Less • Wal-Mart Se s for Less • Wai-Mart Sell
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Nutrition Program, Elderly
lists daily .11.1CMIS for week
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Hank Elastic
•4 Yd,s 3. nch •White only
•Non -roll elastic 'Reg. 97(
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are ('haliged
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and city schools had
previously been released by Joanna Adams
and Glinda Jeffrey, food
service directors for the
Calloway Count)/ and
Murray City Schools
respectively.
Because of the schools
not being in session
several days in the two
school systems. the
menus have been changed considerably from
the menus previously
released
Whe0 schools return
to regular sessions, new
menus will be available

Save 18.0,
Sewing Crafts
Glue Stick
•'4

Nal. art

Save 200.
Fray Check'
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Hwy. 641 N.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-3:30
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BUSINESS NEWS IN BRIEF
Bob Keast named president
of Birdsong Resort-Marina
Robert "Bob" Keast
has been named president and chief executive
officer 'of Birldsong
Resort and Marina on
Kentucky Lake in
Camden, Tenn.
He succeeds his
father, Robert J. Keast.
who is scheduled to
assume the position of
chairman of the- board...
Father passes to son the
helm of a major recreational business that has
been family owned and
operated for more than

Mtierray Ledger & Times %

•
i

25 years.
Keast is an old hand at
marina management,
having worked parttime fixing boats and
motors and helping
around the resort during
his high school years,
and weekends while he
was away at business
college in Nashville.
Over the past 14 years
Keast has handled
every phase of the
resort's operation and
earned factory technician certifications from
the- _manufacturers- of-

Mercury and Johnson
outboard engines. He
and his wife, Janis,
work and live at the
resort and have a boat
sales and marine ser- r-r:
vice facility serving the,
needs of sportsmen -I s
throughout the Tennessee area.
• Despite his hectic
seven-day-a-week work
schedule. Keast makes
time for many community activities. Sine
1974 he has been the
director and active in
Bob Keast
the Benton County si)A
s'frale••
•
•
*****
•
•
•
•4101106106I•
•
••••
• •le• OOOOO OM 4111I• 111•16••
•
•Ill• •al Rescue Squad, and
• director of the Benton
We at the
County Civil Defense
•
•
• Agency.
• Keast is also a
• member of the Masons,
• Masonic Lodge F&AM,
•
▪ Camden Royal Arch
•
• Lodge, Paris Knights
• Templar Lodge,.
MILK CARTONS FEATURE MISSING
•
▪ Camden Elks Lodge. He
CHILDREN — Jim and Eileen Coleman, of New
also founded Northwest
Concord, look at an advertisement for informa• Tennessee Sport, Vacation leading to the location of missing children.
•
tion and Boat ExposiThe ad is located on the side of half gallon milk
•
▪ tion which has its 4th an•
•
• nual event March 1-3 at
•
•
• the Carroll County Civic
•
Center in Huntingdon,
•
• Tenn.
•
•
•
• Keast is an avid coin
•
collector, photographer The first written
constitu•
•
and
reportedly loves all tion in history is believed
•
•
• water sports and is• a to have been the Fonda.
•
•
fishing enthusiast.
Cannee. slows
menial Orderp;
Neuf
•
•
•
•
•
FRANKFORT, Ky.
•
(AP)
— Kentucky's
•
General Fund receipts
•
a
last month were 3.2 per•
•
•
cent higher than in
•
•
•
January 1984, the lowest
•
rate of krowth during
•
•
•
•
Chuck Mullen official- reported that the the current fiscal year,
•
•
a
• ly became the Nissan. business was a part of the state
Revenue
•
•• distributor for the his plans to expand Cabinet reported today.
ra
„.••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Ubs••••
Paducah area after his Chuck Mullen Olds. A
Revenues last month
purchase of - the new _dealership is also _totaled $265
million with
Paducah Datsun dealer- planned on Park gains in receipts
from
ship from Bob Schmidt, Avenue.
the sales, use and coalPaducah, and Richard
Latimer is currently a severance taxes.
Latimer, 53, of Murray. self-employed auto
Fjowever, receipts
Schmidt, president of dealer- in Murray 'and
LLS Datsun Inc., which was a part-owner of the
sold the dealership, said Paducah dealership
he and Latimer of Mur- from 1970 to 1985. _
ray had previously ownLatimer and his wife,
ed the business for 15 Barbara reside at Route
years, during which 7, Murray and have two
time annual sales children - Ricky, a Murreportedly averaged
300.
ray city policeman and
In looking at his new Sheila, currently living
acquisition. Mullen in Owensboro.
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
Jackie Harrison

cartons currently available in the local Kroger
store. Each carton features two different lost or
missing children and a phone number to call for
anyone with information leading to the discovery
of those children.

Growth of state revenues

James Shearer

in January, says report

Richard Latimer

Latimer, Schmidt
sell car dealership

Bob Keast

Lighten your
income tax
load.

from property taxes and
individual and corporation income taxes

Fund last month were
just under $39 million,

declined, the cabinet an.8.3 percent gen from
the total in January
said.
Thus far in the fiscal 1984.
For the first .seven
year that began July 1,
-General Fund revenues
total $1.54 billion, up 9 months of the fiscal
year, Road Fund
percent from the $1.41
receipts were $270.1
billion total-for the same
million, up 9 percent
seven- months in fiscal from the $247.7 million
total for the comparable
1984.
'Receipts for the Road period in fiscal 1984.

Don't let taxes weight you down. Fidelity
Union Life's Individual Retirement
Annunity turns tax dollars into tax
deductible retirement accumulations,
now paying 10%*. Find out how.
Call the Fidelity Union agent in our area:
R. Adele Kupchella
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 759-9480

rote
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Phil Sparks,owner of Thorobred Computers, and James Shearer look over
a
software package.

/Mb

%iIi LiC

FOO 1 2882

Harrison, Shearer bring new
experience to computer firm

These Guys Sell Cars For
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.

Jackie Harrison

It
It
16:
711
41

Max E. Morris

Jackie Harrison and ded new dimensions to as a consultant for
James Shearer have ad- the staff of Thorobred'businessmen.
Shearer is a May 1984
Computer of Murray.
Harrison, formerly graduate of MSU and is
director of -accounting — the director of the
services at MSU, is cur- Thorobred team for conrently working with of- struction and job
fice automation pro- costing.
He has available two
cedures for real estate
brokers. She is working of the leading construcas a sales represen- tion packages in the natative for Thorobred in tion and
is working with
the Marshall County local
companies to save
area and due to her money
in the area of
training in accounting, high risk
bidding -Tor
,Prices good t
18-23 Idea
she is working mainly construction projects.
Coupon must accompany order
Shearer is also -working as a sales represen-

SportcoOs
or Blazers

Will Ed Travis

.
.
Apt.
‘ OpV
oSnTrUerveREL,Am
tn 24 below

W)S369

One HOUR

9 for V,
f'rtces good Feb 14.23. 1101-5

cLeaneRs

Central Shopping
Ginter
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Phon• 753.9525

Gene Buhmann

U.S. 641 S. Murray

1 HOUR
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

Jerry Pen ergrass

753-2617

Shirts

PeliaeucnbdoenredF9Iged

-er on r'arsciers

•

•

For oil your T-avel Re,ervotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
75340880
oborourtatinall
beZir.1:.
l
p.m.
One Hour

•

r,

ground

EACH

•

•

Sct

435 4343 or 435 4314
a We Now Howl Pit Grovel

tative serving the Paris,
Tenn. area.
Thorobred Computer
is located in the Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center.
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fishing line

•
•
As with last year's
tackle;
and
boron
graphite are gaining new
converts in anglers and
being .pushed harder
than ever by tackle and
rod companies.
There was a trend
among some rod companies and some types of
fishing
to
make
lightweight, long •'noodie" rods—rods about us
limp as .three-day old
lettuce—for
record
fishing with 2 and 4
pound test line. Most
bass rods, however

avoided this trend and
are still designed with
average stiffness for
average fishing, average
anglers and for coping
with a feisty largemouth
bass break-dancing it's
way through the middle
of a brushpile.

and Hardlay guides that , making the throughhave less possibility of ' handle construction,
breakage.
graphite inserts for maxNew materials and imum feel, a thing of the
combinations
of past.
materials are news, with
going to Kevlar
Among the larger
strips "contra-helically" manufacturers
conwrapped in a crisscross siderable emphasis was
pattern up the blank for placed on relatively
more external strength sophisticated hardware.
resistance
and
to This year a crowd of
crushing.
bait-makers have zeroed
in on the fish's often igShimano came out
nored senses of hearing,
with the most revolutaste and smell.
tionary design with the
Fish formula's new
blank forming the exscents plus new types of
trnal part of the handle,
worms and jigs which

Ironically some of the
top rods in the market
are going away from
silicon carbide guides —
touted as the greatest
thing since crushed ice
only 12 months ago, and
are sticking with the ore
reliable aluminum oxide

have time released capsules that release the
odors of bait fish offer
new hope for Ona.ny
anglers.
Rod manufacturers
are • committed more
and more to the borongraphite-glass composition rods, and the result
is a surprising number
of high quality,
remarkably low-priced
fishing rods ready for
this year's angling
consumer.
Fishing reels continue
to be highly competitive
and innovative, and this

actual retrieval speed.
Tom Mann, the wizard
A depthsounder with a Of Eufaula. Alabama,
fish alarm?
may
have outdone
itay Jefferson. a divi- himself this year:
sion of Jetronics InMann's bait company
dustries. has produced a
sophisticated
dep- assembled a research
thfinder which will pro- team at the Aquanautics
vide first class bottom Corporation facilities at
Duke University to see if
strata data plus give
strike -inducing
fishermen both visual a
chemical
could be found.
and audible indicators
when passing over fish! The result was a
Just when you come to swallow -inducing probelieve nothing really duct known as FS-454.
This- FS-454 will be
unique can arrive on the
available
in Mann's
angling scene, someone
augertail worm and eadrops a bomb on your
jun crawdad in 1985!
house of cards.

year almost all reel
makers have developed
reels superior to those of
even last.season.
The new Daiwa Procaster Tournament
Series bait-casting reels
are
high
speed
microcumputerized,
magnetized,
antibacklash reels with liquid crystal readout
screens which provide
instant data on the depth
of vertically jigged baits,
an audible signal every
time 10 feet of line is
retrieved and a bar
graph which indicates

Eagles Weekend 1985 scheduled at LBL Feb. 22-24
GOLDEN POND. /lit
— The eagle is the national symbol, but few
Americans have seen
one in the wild. That will
be possible for those
who
attend Eagles
Weekend 1985 at Land
Between The Lakes
LBL):
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park will host
this year's program
from February 22 to
Februar 24. It's cosponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Parks
and TVA.
The weekend will inallow observers to watch
eagles fish along the

300-mile LBL shoreline.
Indoors. naturalists kind'
eagle experts will provide a rare, close-up look
at eagles and other birds
of prey.
Among the featured
speakers: LBL wildlife
biologist Marc Cope. who
will talk about t,BL's
first successful eagle
nest in over 30 years;
John Stokes, Assistant
Curator of Birds at the
Memphis Zoo„ who will
bring along a variety of
live birds of prey to illustrate his talk; and Bill
Voelker.of Egkle Trust,
International, who will
show visitors the first

eagle to be hatched
through artificial insemination. Voelker will
also brihg along other
live eagles and birds of
prey.
Field trip guides will
take groups out in search
of eagles. Organizers
will ensure that there's
at leagt one group leader
for every 20 people. A
field coordinator will
stay in constant radio
'contact with each group
so.that if one group spots
an eagle, other "groups
will get word of it
"We want everyone to
See an eagle," says program coordinator Ed

Ray. Since the weekend
'program beigarl15 Years
ago, Ray says, "We've
never missed seeing an
• eagle
on
Eagles
Weekend."
During
Eagles Weekend 1984,
visitors made 160 combined eagle sightings.
And Ray is optimistic
that there may be just as
many sightings this year
because of colder-thanusual winter weather in
northern states. When
rivers and lakes in the
eagles' northern habitat
become ice-covered, the
birds migrate south to
areas like LBL, where
the water is still open,so

Truck driver lays down
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.
.1 AP) — Robert L.
Davis, seeing a chance
to break into the bison
business, or at least
have a home-where buffalo roam, plunked
down $426.02 this week
and bought one of the
shaggy beasts from the
state.
The 16-month-old bull,
thought to weigh about
700 pounds, was
clagsified as surplus
property of the Stay
game farm and offered
for sale by sealed bid.

"I just saw the ad in
the paper and I just put
in a bid," Davis, 54, said
Wednesday in a
telephone interview
from his., home in
LaGrange.
Davis is a longdistance truck driver
who, with two brothers,
raises Black Angus cattle on a 600-acre farm in
Hart and Green
counties.
That's where the
young buffalo will be
bound after Davis collects him at the game
farm near Frankfort on
Saturday.

"I haven't even got to
see him yet," said
Davis, who had just rolled in from Wisconsin to
find that his bid was accepted Monday by the
state Finance and Administration Cabinet.
How does one
calculate the going
price for a buffalo and
arrive at $426.02?
"We sat around here
and thought out a price
on it, tried to figure out
what to go with," Davis
said. "I put the two
cents -01:in because I
figured-a lot of people
would go to 425 (dollars)

they can catch the fish or
other _fetid That they. depend on for survival.
Visitors are advised to
arrive preparecrfor field
conditions. Trips along
the shoreline may be
muddy, and weather
may range from warm
and sunny to very cold
and wet. Some spotting
telescopes
will
be
available in the field. Individual binoculars and
cameras will be helpful.
Field
trips
are
scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday. The trips on
Saturday are limited to
the first 400 who register
by mail. Those who want

and a lot of people would
go to 426, trying to beat
the ones that went to
425. And maybe
somebody would go 426
and a penny, but they
wouldn't go the two
cents."
Actually, a lot of people didn't go at all. The
Finance and Administration Cabinet
said it got just one other
bid — $400.26 from a
Frankfort man.
Davis said he and his
brothers planned to get
into the beefalo
business, breeding the
buffalo-with beef cattle,

We Carry Black Powder,
Ammunition,
Accessories, Pistols
& Rifles. CVA, Navy
Arms, Thompson Center.

provided the young bull
proves worthy as a stud.
Beefalo farming "has
received quite a bit of
attention" from
farmers who sought a
animal with the hardiness of a buffalo and
meat that tasted like
beef, said John Wilson,
spokesman for the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
The department runs
the state game farm,
where Davis' buffalo
was produced by two of
the resident bison.
— We keep a few*
around just as an exam-
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Kenlake Marina

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
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Rods, Reels,
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410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Sixty-eight groups
representing 21 nations
have challenged Mount
Everest sine 1921. Atotal of 149 climbers,
four of them women.
have stood on the summit at 29,028 feet.

HARRISBURG, Pa. management of snakes
(AP) — The Penn- and for the health and
sylvania Fish Commis- safety of snake hunters
sion has outlawed rat- and persons in their
tlesnake sacking con- vicinity," according to
tests in order to protect regulations that took efthe "delicately built fect late last month.
animals" from getting
Snakes are "delicatehurt as they are grabb- ly built animals-- that
ed and deposited in can be treated roughly
bags.
• in the contests, Shiffer
But a state lawmaker, said. "It's very easy to
saying the popular rural dislocate a vertebra."
activity is harmless to
Fifteen of the contests
the snakes, vowed to in- were held last year, and
troduce legislation _to some drew thousands of
reverse the ban.
spectators, said Rep.
Typically, five rat- Russell Letterman. a
tlesnakes are let loose in Democrat.
a small pen and two.
Sponsors ei snake
member teams compete hunts had argued that
to see which can place the ban would cost them
the vipers in a_sack the money by reducing'
quickest, said Clark crowds. Letterman conShifter, the • commis- tended that the sacking
sion's reptile and en- contests are safe for
dangered species both the snake and the
expert.
hunter.
"If a bite occurs, that
"What are they worteam is disqualified," ried about the" snake
he said.
hunters for? Theyrenjoy
The Fish Commission what they're doing," he
decided On-the ban "for said. "We've never had
the protection and anybody die."
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ple of wildlife species
we used to have in the
wild in Kentucky, but
don't anymore," Wilson
said.
However, there are
more than a few in captivity near the Davis'
farm in southcentral
Kentucky, Davis said.
In fact, his buffalo will
fit right in, he said.
"They have a lot of
buffalo down that way in
Green County," Davis
said. "They have farms
that just raise 'em. I see
a lot of 'em out in the
fields during my driving
around."

753-0703.

808 Chestnut

Barkley State Resort
Park -may Make room reservations by contacting the park directly at
P.O. Box 790, Cadiz. Kentucky 42211. or by calling
i5021 924-1171. There is a
15-percent reduction on .
room rates for Eagles
Weekend participants.
Lodging fees
not in:
clude activity fees. .

26.02 for bison

Vii-VII.AAAA

t

to go on the Sunday mor- $2 fee will be charged tor
ning field trip must also those who do not register
register in advance. for the weekend but wish
There is no limit on the to attend lodge programs
number who can attend only.
the indoor programs at
Registration forms
Lake Barkley Conven- and complete Eagles
tion Center.
Weekend information
.The registration fee for are available by writing
the entire weekend's ac- TVA,Land Between The
tivities is $6 _for adults Lakes, Golden Pond,
and $4 for students (1st Kentucky 42231, or callgrade through universi- ing LBL at (502 .
i 924-5602,
ty ). This includes field extension 238. Monday
trip transportation and through Friday from
admittance to lodge pro- 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
grams. There will be no Registration
forms
registration fee for should be returned to
preschoolers, but a $2 LBL by February 15.
bus fee will be charged if
Weekend participants
bui seat is required. A
who wish to stay at Lake
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Lakers have no trouble
turning back Lone Oak
By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
LONE OAK, Ky. From the tipoff. the
Lakers looked like they
meant business.
The Calloway County
boys improved their
season mark to 17-5 with
a 70-38 win over Lone
Oaks Purple Flash, but
the Lakers did
something they haven't
been known for doing
this season - they hit
the_ floor running in the
first quarter.
The game was less
than , two minutes old
when the Lakers lit the
scoreboard with two
baskets .by Brad Skinnner and another by John
Mark Potts to jump out
to a 6-0 lead before the
Flash knew what hit
them
By the end of the first
quarter. the Lakers had
established an 18-6

Racer rifle team hosts sectional
meet this weekend.

margin that they stret- ready when they need to
ched to 35 - 1 4 by 'be.
intermission.
"Everything is falling
Potts and Skinner led Into place," he said.
all scoring in the first "The kids are playing
half with 11 apiece.
with a lot of desire - I
A pair of long-range can't ask for anything
buckets from Mark else."
Seay was the best perCalloway's boys
formance Lone Oak
travel
to Hopkinsville
could muster in the first
High for a game tonight
two periods.
Finally. Laker skip- then return home for a
per Jack Pack began doubleheader girls and
pulling his starters out boys varsity matchup
of the romp with just Tuesday against
over three minutes left Reidland.
in the third quarter. At
•CALLOMAT CO. (TOO - Johnoce 3
that time, the Lakers 4410: Skinner 6 3-4 15. Potts55-6 15:
Waldrop 6 0-0 10: Nix 02-2 2; Garheld a comfortable 49-16 rison 3 1-4
7: Adams 00-00; Wheeler
edge over their hosts.
0 0-0 0, Futrell 00-0 0: Jackson 11-2
-We're starting to 3. JEieter 2 2-3 It Cothran 0 2-2 2;
Alexander
0, Orr 0 0-0 0:
play hard," Pack said. Lawrence 000-00-0
0 Totals 26 20-0 70
"They know what's Fouled out none. Technical totals :
to Laker coach Jack Pack
ahead and they're star- one.
LONE OAK •(3$)- Wilson 1 0-02,
Clark 1 0-0 2; Holland 1 1-23, Seay 2
ting to,gear up for it."
Dowdy 29-26; Garcbter 1 1-2 3.
With district tourna- 0-04.
Murray 1 1-2 3; Ricks 1 3-2 1: Walton
ment time approaching, 1 0-02. Healed 0 0-0 0; Hayes 1 741
Reynolds 00-00.Yolals 12 14-18 38.
Pack feels confident 9.
Fouled out Wilson. Technical fouls:
that his troops Will be hone

Bramble meets Boom Boom
in top boxing bout tonight
RENO. Nev. AP ) - Livingstone
Bramble will try to make a believer
out Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini
tonight
• A lot of people thought it was a
ILike. including myself." Mancini
said of a loss to Bramble that cost
him the World Boxing Association
lightweight championship last June
I•at Buffalo. N.Y. .
But Bramble is a solid betting
fa‘()rite to beat Mancini, who has
not fought since being stopped by
Bramble in the 14th round
:This fight will be finished
earlier.'' said the champion from
the Virgin Islands, who lives at
Montclair. • N.J., with his • sister,
2-year-oat son and a small zoo of pit
bull terriers, snakes and a ferret., •
If he's very cooperative, it will
be a shorter fight).- Said-Maritini,
who
:won the championship on a
first-round knockout of Art Frias in
19S2.._ He defended it four times
-before losing to Bramble.
• 'If he comes straight ahead like is
his style, then it will be a quicker
fight." said Bramble. "Jf he boxes,

then it will be a little tougher fight."
The scheduled 15-round bout will
be televised live by Home Box Of!
flee at about 7:15 p.m.PST from the
Lawlor Events Center on the
University of Nevada-Reno
campus.
Bramble will take a 22-1-1 record,
with 14 knockouts, into his first title
defense in his, only fight since
becoming champion,the 24-year-old
left-hander scored a unanimous
decision over Edwin Curet in a
10-round bout at Atlantic City, N.J.,
on Oct. 24.
Meacia-Bramble..
Tale el the Tape
Maathil Blanaile
Aire
24
23
Weight
135
135
Height
5-8
5-6%
feeach
74
etc
Chest 4-normal+ -- Chest i expanded 0
37%
40
Biceps
12
13%
Forearm
10%
11%
Waist
2s
35
Thigh
18%
20
Calf
13
'13
Neck
15%
15%
Wrist
6%
7
Flit
11
Ankle
10
10%

SHOUT ABOUTIT Calloway County guaird Mark Waldrop (22) watches
this shot with wide-mouthed anticipation during Friday's game against host
Lone Oak. Waldrop had 10 points on the night as the Lakers had little trouble
downing the Purple Flash, 70-38.
Photo by David Tuck

Wlit:Faculty Senate asks for study on dropping to Division III
BOWLING GREEN,
program," said Vice
Ky. 1AP
- The
Chairman John Parker.
Western Kentucky
"It's a matter of making
University Faculty
some hard choices. One
-Senate has asked for a
of those hard choices is
study of the feasibility
ve
, reallocation of those
of dropping from ,Diviresources."
sion I-AA to Division III
in football in an effort to
"
l We have to take a
The senate, which is fresh look at how we
trim an,athletic budget. committee or fiscal affairs, said the report only an advisory group, spend' money,"
said
Head football cOach focused on the football said academics
Lee.
Dave Roberts said he program because it was have the highest should
budget
The football team's
can understand the con- the largest budget priority.
losing record, 2-9 in
cern about money, but allocation and had the
"Our concern is that 1084, had no bearing on
he looking forward to largest deficit.
an Increasing share of the committee's fina better year.
The football budget limited resources is go- dings, said Lee.
• Western has had has increased from ing'toward the
athletic
"If they had won the
'such a great tradition. $391,546 in 1980-81 to
and we're trying to get it $632,354 in 1983-84'. The
back like was under budget overrun was
coach 'Jimmy) Feix. about $200,000 in 1983-84.
I'm excited, about it," Division III football
Roberts said.
does not give athletic
The school's Faculty scholarships, and
Senate recommended therefore-- would save
, the study afte,r releasing money, the report said.
a report Thursday that - Other Division HI
said the 1983-84 athletic schools in Kentucky are
Special to the Ledger & Times
budget ended with a Centre College at DanAfter slipping from first place with two losses
deficit of $1.14 million.
ville and Kentucky
in Tennessee, the Murray State basketball
Dr. David Lee, chair- Wesleyan at
Racers must face the tough "Ice Valley'-swing
man of the Senate's Owensboro.
'
to Akron and Youngstown to keep their title
hopes alive.
MSU will take on Akron tonight, then do battle
with Youngstown State on Monday in a game to
be broadcast on SportsTime Cable Network. Tipoff for both games is 6:30 p.m. CST.
Coach Ron Greene noted areas of improvement if the Raters are to bounce back from their
firsts consecutive losses of the season, which
dropped their record to 18-5 overall and 7-3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
"In both games, we got out-rebound, and we
needed more production from our guards," said
Greene, whose record at MSU dipped to 118-74 in
seven years. "Also, our shooting was not what it
has been." The Racers were below 50 percent
from the field last weekend.
Akron and Youngstown State provide formidable opponents for the Racers. Always tough
at home, the Zips under coach Bob Huggins have
pulled themselves up to sixth place in the OVC
standings and are demonttrating that a turnaround in the Akron basketball fortunes is well
underway. •
Long Bed. V-6. Power Steering, Air ConditionYoungstown State also plays s strong game at
ing, Automatic Transmission, 1500 lb Payload,
home, and.coach_Mike„Rice's -Penquirisk-wIrr
Beautiful Red;$10,400. 5232.04/Month.
trying to improve their third-place tie with
• V.Ott• approved credit IOW down payment 4.8...-11,* xi 8 8% APR
•Eastern Kentucky as the OVC season closes and
last-minute shuffling for better seeding in the
post-season tournament.takes !Ace:
•
Although the Racers lost to both Tennessee
Tech and Middle Tennesiee, they were abre io

'Toppers
dropping
from FAA
to Div. III?

national championship,
our feeling would be the
same," Lee said. -The
program's deficit is
large and we can't continue to run those kinds
of deficits."
He added that a study
shows that football success has little impact on
enrollment.
The senate also voted
to peek iltirninistrative
response to the report.
University President
Donald Zacharias has
already released a
report stating that

Western should remain
at the Division I-AA
level, and he has been
supported by the Board
of Regents.
Western played for
the NCAA Division II
titles ip 1973 and 1975,
losing 'both at the time
that Febc was coach. I

After a team and two individual victories in the
Roger Withrow Invitational. Murray State
braces for the sectional shooting match being
held at Stewart Stadium this weekend.
Today and Sunday approximately 40 shooters
from six universities will compete on the MSU
campus for the right to attend the national air rifle and small bore championships which will be
held at West Point in March.
Top individuals and the top team overall will
advance from this weekend's sectional meet.
Among the schools involved in the sectional
will be host MSU., Tennessee Tech, University of
Tennessee-Martin, Arkansas State,_University of
Alabama-Birmingham and Jacksonville (Ala.)
State.
The competition started this morning.
Among the top individuals competing will be
Olympic Gold Medalist Pat Spurgin who won last
weekend's'Withrow 'air rifle competition with a
390 score out of a possible 400.
Spurgin's MSU teammate, Gary Stephens,
won the Withrow .22 caliber small bore title with
a personal best score of 1,168 out of a' possible
1,200.
As a team, Murray State scored a 4,625 out of a
-possible 4,800 to win the Withrow Invitational
small bore competition. In air rifle. MSU collected 1,526 of a possible 1,600 points to make the
team total 6,151 -out of a- possible- 6,400 for,the
tourney-------Tenneisee Tech was second With an overall
score of 6.147 and UT-Martin placed fifth with a
6,009 score.
Members of the MSU rifle team are hitting the
target in the classroom as well as on the range.
They compiled a collective grade-point
average of 3.13 of a possible 4.0 for the 1984 fall
semester, with two of the 11 earning Dean's List
recognition and eight of them posting academi(
averages of 3.0 or higher.
Team members are:
Captain Dan Erpenbach, senior, and Pat
Spurgin,sophomore, both of Billings, Mont.; Jeff
Boyken, Island junior; Jill Lewandowki,
Milwaukee, Wis.. junior; Robert.Lucker and
Gary Stephens, both of Columbus. Ga.,
freshmen; Shannon Minga.relli, itasca, Ill
sophomore; Mike Rabentein, Golden. Colo.,
senior; Brian Reeves and Marianne Wallace,
both of Downers Grove, Ill., freshmen; and
Alison Schultz, Ann Arbor. Mich.. freshman.
Rabenstein and Stephens made the Dean's
List, which requires a standing of 3.3 or higher.
The record of the team reflects outstanding
-• scholarship -in-some demanding fields of study.
Three members have majors in engineering
physics and two in construction engineering
technology. Other majors are pre-medicine,
- Computer inforMation systems,
business management and exercise science. One
team members has not yet declared a major.
Spurgin, who won a gold medal in the air rifle
event in the 1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles,
is a member of both the All-American small bore
and air rifle teams.
Spurgin. Wallace and Stephens represent Mur.ray State on the U.S. Shooting Team, which
represents the_country in international matches.
Rabenstein is a member of the All-American
air rifle second team.
Both Spurgin and Wallace competed abroad in
the fall.

Lajoie wins Daytona-75

If Western were to
decide to go to Division'
III, it would hav't to petition the NCAA to be
reclassified. Western
could remain in Division
I in basketball.

DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla.(AP)- Randy Lajoie of Norwalk, Conn.
Ied the la,st 25 lafla en'
route to an easy victory
in the 75-mile Daytona
Consolation race.
Lajoie, who missed
the 198' Daytona 500

when he crashed in his
qualifying race and
spent a night in a
hospital for observation, wound up in the
consolation event after
running 20th in one of
Thursday's 125-milers.

Murray State title hopes hinge
on swing through 'Ice Valley'

1985 GMC S-15

get all-five starters back into the double figures
In scoring averages. Vada Martin now leads the
Racers with 12.8 points per game,-backed by
guards Zedric Macklin and Craig Talley with
12.3 and 12.2 points respectively. Bringing up the
rear are center Mike Lahm .with 10.3 and forward Chuck Glass with 10.1.
Following the Ice Valley trip, the Racers
return home to close the OVC season with a pair
of games in Racer Arena. MSU plays host to
Eastern Kentucky February 23 and Morehead
State in the regular-season finale on February
25.
• • •

• • •

If Murray State wins both ends of the twogame swing into Ohio this weekend, they, would
record their fourth 20-win season in six years and
mark the first time' since 1969' that they hare
beaten sister school Kentucky to the 4.
f
.pi.win.
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The Racers will travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
for the OVC Tournament, which begins on Thursday, February 28, on the campus of Middle Tennessee State University.
The top team in the regular season standings
will receive a first-round bye in the tournament
this season because Akron will not beeligible due
-ta NCAA rules violations.
-

The last time the Racers accomplished that
feat was February 17, 1969, when the Racers of
coach Cal Luther reached the 20-win-mark with-a
91-80 win over Morehead Stkte in Murray..Coach
Adolph Rupp's Wildcats -notched their 20th win
nine days later. on February

EE

HOT STUFF - Racer-guard Zedric Macklin,
slamming home two points here, is a key to the
Myra), State fortunes this season, according to
coach Ron Greene. The Racers need better
guard play to break a twb-game losing streak
this weekend.
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Christian County collects home victory'

MHS troubles come in threes in 69-61 loss

I

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
HOPKINSVILII-E, Ky.
- Too many fouls, not
enough free throws and
too many road trips had
Murray High Coach
Cary Miller shaking his
head Friday night.
Miller's Tigers had
dropped their third
straight road trip and
fourth straight game
overall, losing to host
Christian County, 69-61.
"We gpt into foul trouble and we didn't hit our
free throws," Miller
noted afterwards. Then
he reflected on his past
schedule which has included 15 out of 20
games on the road this
season and only three
games able to be played
in the last three weeks
because of snow.
"The layoff really
hurt our kids. A layoff
like this seems to affect
teams like ours that rely
on quickness the most,"
Miller said. "It's tough
getting back into it, but
we played better tonight
than we did against
Carlisle and we played
better against Carlisle
than we did against
Marshall County.
"Give us another
week without any snow
and we'll be right back
to where we were before
we missed all those
days."

.47

In battling...back to..Steve..Rutledge- • -and- -,Critioal
4o the Murray district Makeup game
form Friday night, the Dailey scored • eight failure
was -the lack of Monday against
Tigers showed their points right after inter- accurac
y at the line in Mayfield (6:30 p.m.
weaknesses in the in- mission and Stan the fourth
period. Mur- boys tip off I. a game
tangibles - mental con- Rutledge sank two tree ray hit
only two of eight against Farmington
centration, according to throws to put Multay free throws
in the final Tuesday and against
Miller, and timing, ac- ahead,-40-39, with 3:43 to frame includin
g missing Fulton County on
cording to the final play in the third two first
shots of bonus Friday.
score.
quarter.
situations.
Offensively the MurThe Colonels reeled
For the game the
at Hopkins.ilk
ray boys had 19 points off a 10-3 surge over the "Qigers
CHRISTIAN CO (69/ - Thor,.
hit 15 of 24 atfrom Stan Rutledge, 16 next three minutes. tempts
2-4 16 Babb 1 2-3 10 Jones 41.1,
from the charity Hopson I 4,14 2 Shuher 2 2
*
by Jay Wells and 10 however, to take a lead line.
Christian County -Hickman 5 1 Ii Totals
.s•
more from Steve they never relinquished. hit 13 of
61/ Total fouls - 21. Vooied
20.
Babb Jones
Rutledge. But the Murray closed to within
The Tigers, now 13-7.
MURRAY (614 - West
: • -le...
Tigers couldn't control- two points once in the return to
; 4
the friendly Rutledge 5 4.40
Wells hi-I 16 Stalriltutlelge ..
the Colonels' inside fourth period, 49-47, but confines
of Murray High IV %ilk i
Tad:.,tt _4
game, led by 6-foot-8 could never quite catch for three
straight games 61 Total fouls •- IT k3u1a..1
none
West German exchange up
next week including a
He* Ord, Li 7 11 H.. ,
student Axel Shubert,
nor guard Devin
Thomas. Both scored 16
for the hosts.
Also, forward Mike
Murray and Calloway fected the outcom
Jones added 14 (11 in the
e freshman basketball
first half), forward Der- County basketball either way.
tournament which
'rick Hickman had 11 under-varsity teams
In the freshman girls starts Monday
at
more, and guard An- collided at CCHS Thurs- game on Friday night, Benton.
thony Babb picked up 10 day and Friday with the Calloway won in overIn junior varsity girls
before fouling out for two Calloway girls time, 28-25.
action Friday, Calloway
teams coming out on top
the Colonels.
Joanna Gibbs scored improved to 5-1 with a
and the Murray 15 points and Angela
35-16 triumph over
Murray couldn't freshman boys claiming Woods hauled down 11 visiting
Murray. Connie
establish an inside one victory.
rebounds in the victory. Ross scored 13 points
in
In a makeup game Murray was led by Julie
game to threaten
the victory while MarShubert because 6-foot-6 hastily scheduled Bazzell with nine points . sha
Grimes and Tracy
center Paul Dailey Thursday afternoon, the while Cindy Spann and
Eldredge grabbed six
spent most of the second Murray boys held off a Suzanne Prescott
rebounds each. .
half on the bench in foul Laker rally -to win 35-34. scored six apiece.
Tonight Calloway's
trouble. He finished Both teams missed free
Both freshman teams JV squad wraps up its
throws in the final for both Murray
with only four points.
and season by, traveling to
The Tigers kept the seconds gakas.thea game Calloway will be par- Fulton
County with the
game close throughout which c ul
ve af- ticipating in the varsity girls team.
much of the evening,
though, managing a
30-30 tie at halftime.
4

MHS-CCHS clash in sub-Narsit‘ action

SCOREBOARD

Local Bowling

atoShoe

Sunday Mixed Couples
Team
Odd Couples
Darnel's
_Hillbillies
Champagne Spirits
Screwballs
McCarthy.
HM 55
Fearless Foursome
GP's
Public lee •
Paglials
Misfits
High Team Game
Darnel's

SKI HIGH - Christian County's Mike Jones (right)
soars in to try and
bloCk this one-hander by Murray forward Stanley Rutledg
e during action in
Friday night's game in Hopkinsville. Rutledge led his
team with 19 points,
but the Colonels kept the win at home, 69-61.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Elliott driving fastest car ever,
but Daytona 500 up for grabs
DAYTONA BEACH.
Fla. (AP) - If a jury
could be empaneled to
decide the outcome of
Sunday's Daytona 500
on the basis of the
evidence, any deliberations would be only a
formality.
The jurors "could
award the lion's share of
a $1.2 million purse to
Bill Elliott, who starts
the 27th renewal of stock
car racing's crown
jewel as the driver of
the fastest car in the
history of the sport.
But the 29-year-old
driver from Dawsonville, Ga., mindful of the
tradition of upsets at the
2.5-mile Daytona International Speedway, is
taking nothing for
granted.
"I think there are
some things we have to
change to be reatty for'
the race," Elliott said,
although he wouldn't
elaborate.
Elliott sits on the pole
thanks to an all-time
stock car record qualifying speed of 205.114
mph. And he further
established his credentials with an incredible

37-second victory Thursday in one of two 50-lap
qualifying races over a
track where -a one second advantage is
considered comfortable.
Considerably less impressive than Elliott's
romp through the field
Thursday in a Ford
Thunderbird was a two
car-length victory in the
other qualifying race by
two-time defending
champion Cale Yarborough. The 44-yearold driver from Sardis,
S.C., occupies the outside of the front row in
another Ford after
qualifying at 203.814.
"There is no such

thing as a man to beat in
the Daytona 500," said
Yarborough, a fourtime winner of the
e vent. "Do you
remember '79?"
In 1979, Yarborough
and Donnie Allison had
the strong cars and battled for the lead until
crashing on the final
lap. Richard Petty was
the beneficiary, driving
past the wreck for his
sixth of seven Daytona
500 victoriesttl.
A crowd of more than
150,000 is expected to be
on hand for the race,
which will be televised
live on CBS starting at
12:15 p.m. EST.

Flutie debut `typical"
ORLANDO, Fla (AP)
- Doug Flutie calledfit
"a C-plus game."
The multimillion dollar quarterback had
a rough night in his professional debut, but his
New Jersey Generals
got the breaks and whipped the Orlando
Renegades 24-14 Friday
night in the last

Middle school district hoop
tourney title games tonight

prese.....11 game for the
United States Football
League teams.
"It was a typical
rookie debut." Flutie
said. "I had a shaky
start. but I 'bounced
back. ...I give me a Cplus for coming back
strong."
His shaky start consisted of two interceptions on his first two professional passes -.both
to the same man-.
Renegades' linebacker
Jeff Gabrielson.
From there, the 1984
Heisman Trophy winner, playing with a
reported $7 million pro
contract, went on to
complete 7 of 18 passes
for 174 yards and no
touchdowns.
Flutie's counterpart.
Jerry Golsteyn,
outplayed the highly
touted rookie in completing 23 of 35 passes
for 199 yards and
touchdowns of 10 yards
to Joey Walters and 20
yards to Jerry Parrish.
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After Calloway Mid- of 17.
dle School's boys bowed
Benton led throughout
to Benton, 37-34 on Fri- the contest although
day, only one local team Calloway cut the advanremains in the running tage to only two points
in the middle school With three and a half
2-Tone Paint, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Air,
district basketball tour- minutes to play and then
Auto, Nice.
nament at South missed two straight opMarshall.
portunities to tie the
Tonight's champion- contest.
ship games (6 and 7:15
Benton led 23-14 at
p.m.) will pit half, but the Lakers
Calloway's undefeated refused to give up. Tim
girls team against host Armstrong and Greg
South Marshall, the Workman each scored
733-2617
641 S. Moirray
team that upset No.2 nine points and Darren
seeded Benton 30-28 Fri- McCuiston scored seven
day, and the boys cham- in the losing effort.
pionship will feature
Although Calloway 1
yfl•
No.1 Mayfield against (6-2) is out of the district 1
OW
i
No.2 Benton.
FOURTH .
tourney, the Lakers will
FOURTH $
+"
1
Friday's boys game play in another tourna- ,0 ANNU
AL
ANNUAL
boiled down to a freq. ment in M4field next
Co`
i
-row parade; but so- (•sweek Fvy.at fir p.m -.1
I
i
f
meone rained on they play the winner of
I:
Calloway's celebration. the Hickman County- §
.0,
J
The Laker boys out-. Ballard County winner.
I"
scored Benton from the . In the Friday girls •
SPORT •• BOAT • OUTDOOR • RECREATION
'.0.
field 26-16, but Benton game. Benton blew an
1'
.1
1
shot 36 free -'throws,
.point lead and lost by 1
f
I.
making 21. and two after leading the en- 1)- .
Calloway tilt Only eight tire game.
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1980 Chevrolet EICamino
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
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Huntingdon, Tr. Civic tenter
March 1, 2 & 3
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Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
'
,ational Basketball Association
National Basketball Association ,
EASTERN CONFERENCE '
Atlantic Division

Phoenix
Portland
_

"
Boston
Philadelphia
Washington
New Jersey
New York
Milwaukee
Detroit
Chicago
Atlanta
Cleveland
Indiana

Denver
Houston
Dallas
San Antonio
Utah
Kansas City
L A Lakers

43 -10 .811
41 11' 788
28 26
.519
26 27
491
18 35
340
Central Division
36 17
679
31 21
596
25 26 .490
22 11
.41.5
17 35
327
17 se
321
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest DIYIS10/1
34 20
30 21
28 25
77 26
25 26
16 35
Pacific Division
37 16

de

lks
154s
17
20
10
14
184,
19

630 588
528
515
509
472 61
,
314
1198

-

PeeNs...
LA Clippers
Golden State.

21 3.2
11 11
Fnday's Games
New Jersey 124. Detroit 123
Cleveland 112. Philadelphia 107
Indiana 114. Chicago 96
.
414
Phoenix lig Dallas 103
Denver 129. San .Antonio
Utah 1001 LA Clippers RIO
LA Lakers 120 Atlanta It
Portland 93. Washington .00
Boston 107 Golden State 100
- Saturday's Games
New Jersey at New York
Philadelphia at Detroit
Houston at Cleveland
Kansas City at Seattle
Sunday's Games
Phoenix at Indiana
Chicago at Milwaukee
Boston at L A Lakers
Washington at Golden State
Atlanta at L A Clippers
Kansas City at Portland

40
461: .
444- _44,_
3145. .
.172 25-4,

Kentucky High School Basketball
•
s Knox Central 63. Middlesboro 54
htuhittl l'entral 621 F.-en Creet.
Lea Lafayette at Lax C.ath -ppd
Calloway Co 70 Ion,- .Ink 3..
eon
Lou Ballard O. Lou St Xavier
Central City 4: Firemen 37
Adair Co 76. East Hardin 60
41
(•rittenden
11
Hopkins
Alexandria Brossart 71.
Lou Cent474. Lou Shawnee 52
. Cumberland Co 1101 Edrnorsor
Beechwood 57
Lou Holy Cross 71. Southwest
Co 4.7
-Allen Co .SctsvIl
61, Chr09
Eminence 55 (71..nistiar A, ad 24
Frank .Simp 52
Lou Ninth Si 081. Oneida Baptist
Fordsxille 57. Graham 3: •
Apollo 64. Union Co 53
72
Ft Knox 62 North Hardin 47
Ashland 65. Allen Central 50
Lou .PRP 49 LoU Iroquois 32'
Fulton Co 42 1..lad Heat! 11
Bardstown 56. Nelson Co 42 - Lou Seneca-66 Lou Manual 11.5
Garrard Co 31. 1.10VV. C,
1!Barren Co. 69.Cumberlijindeo- 52- - Lou-- Southern 61;Lou VW:tales1-lraywort(
- 3r ---76;Whites,
00:kite
Bath Co 76, Fleming Co 71
Lou Western 66. Lou. Butler p7
Harlan 56 Ks-art,. 77
Bell Co 54. Whitley Co, 12
Lowes 57. Carlisle Co. 50
Jeflereontown 514. las, Viagg1-naBetsy Layne 66. McDowell 51
Marshall Co. 50, Caldwell Co 53
3..
Bishop Broasart 73. Beechwood
Mayfield 42,tad. St Mary 40
• :Jvingston l'entra..56
McLean Co 815. Drakesboro 70
40
Boone Co 68. Coy Catholic 66
Meade Co 55. LaRue Co 45
A1U Butler
%%este, II
Bourbon Co. 53. Mason Co 51 .
Metcalfe Co. 61.Ruseell Co 75
‘trtt!- 9.1
yd Co. 65, W Carter 49
• Newport Central Cath-:-43, Co'
45
yle Co 62. Garrard Co 46
Holmes 54
i.011 Es ange..140--S4,
1tr,.1•1 •
Brecktnridge Co 42. Ohio Co 40
North Hardin 56. Ft. Knox 48
Bremen 66. Hancock Co 64
Oldhayn Co 71. Lou Atherton
IT1791.1.1IS 64. 1.01, 1 .).k
Bullitt Central 67. Trimble Co 58
,Owensboro Apollo 64. Union I. o
Manual
Bullitt East 64. North %Witt 48
53
•
1711 1
37
7
'
"
l 147
Calloway Co 70. Loge Oak 38
Owensboro 53. Greenville 51
34
-Campbetbnittle 00. Caverria-78
Paintsville 65. Pikeville 58
Lou Shawn, 511 lau,
34.
Carroll 1243-86TEmlnence 56
Paris 81, Frankfort 60
Madisonville 4.1.: Pad 3131101n477
Chrtstian Acad 87. Brown 40
S HoPtiSd 99. Crittenden County
40
Christian -Co M. Murray 61
81
May-fieldl 65 Pao St %lam 44
Clay Co 79. Rockcastle Co 35
Scott Co 86. Madison Central AO
McCreary l'entral 1.•
Coy Holy Cross P4. Erl St Henry
Sedalia - 50. Syrnsortia 43
Co 34
61
Spencer Co 67, Henry Co 56 -Meade Co 6S, lailaw
2'•
Danville 53. Laurel Co 46
St Patrick 72. MMI 40
Metcalfe
SS Russel' , • 3'
Dayton 75. Bellevue 61
Taylor Co 77. Washington Co 67
Nelson Co 71 Hards"cwh 4,
Evansville Mater Del 67, Hender
Trigg Co 68. Providenee 50
thsensboro Catr
'
M.; ea• •
son Co SP
l'nkv Hts Acad 85 Hughes-Kirk
25
Fort Thomas Highlands 96. Scott 53
Sedalia 61 Sty mteania
so
'Walton-Verona 76. Silver Grove
Tompkins,ills' 70
44
Franklin Co 66. Harrodsburg 50 52
Trigg Co 62 Caldwell Ct. 1..
Fulton City 07 Fancy Farm 90.
2. Warren Central 67. Todd Central
Tflmble -LOQ._te 144411.11 .'•-• 7,
.1. 14
Fulton Co 53, Heath 43
61
20T!
Graham 74. Fordsville 48
Warren East 77. Russellville 52
Warren East 57 Hopkansi tilt 4,
Grayson 101. Cloverport 27
Western Anderson 45, Oyven Co
Warren Central 61 Apo., 7
,
--Green Co 78. Glasgow 60
40
Webster Co AO
Greenup Co: 72. Portsmouth
Kest Hopkins 44 Da.'sir
Ohio, 58
Build! East 58. North Huila! 48
43
Hart Co 62. Marion Co 61
Hickman Co 59. Ballard Mem 51
Hopkinsville 85. W Hopkins 61
Jeffersonville I md I 55 ShelbY
Co 54
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Friday's Gaines

Pro Tennis

ColleA,Ye
Basketball
College Basketball Scores
Friday s Games
EAST
Columbia 67 Dartmouth 63
Cornell 64, Harvard 43
Maine 69. Utica 66
Penn 79. Brown 72
St John's% Pittsburgh 63
Yale 46. Princeton 40
SOUTK
Winston-Salem 72 N Carolina
AST iff
FAR WEST
- Loyola. Calif 07. St Mary's
Calif 411
Nsvada-Reno fid.allointana 01 San Diego eh Santa Clara 57
Wyoming 50 Southern Colorado
47

South 12th Street

DELRAY BEACH,
Fla (AP) - Scott
Davis pulled off the
final upset of the inaugural $1.8•million
lApton International
Player
Championships tennis tournament, downing 11th seeded :Tomas Smid of'
Czechoslovakia 7-6. 64,
4-6, 6-3 to advance to
the Sunday's title
match where he will
face former Stanford
University teammate
Tim Mayotte.

Mayotte; eliminated
Sweden's Jan Gunnarsson 7-6, 6-2, 4.6. 6-1
earlier in the day
The wornerrA• final
will send top-seeded
Martina Navratilova
against Chris . Evert
Lloyd. the No. 2 Seed.
The two,have met 62
times in their long, successful careers - the
longest rivalry in open
tennis hiitory - -and
each has .
- woh 31
Matches.
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Hot record
hits listed

— Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY.FEBRUARY 17, 1985

•

What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for you:birth sign.
ARIES
iMar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Unrealistic expectations can lead to
subsequent disappointment. Relations with a friend could reach a
breaking point today.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20
Efforts to promote a career idea
may fat) flat. A prospective colleague
has ulterior motives and may let you
down in some way.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 201
Don't jeopardize a work situation
with unwise travel. It may be best to
put off a trip until a more propitious
time.
CANCER
June 21 to Ji)4y 221
Expenses in connection with offspring may escalate now, or a teenager's
dating habits could be a matter of concern. Watch credit
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22
,
Some .rivalry. between family
members may make its presence felt

today. Domestic bickering could
dampen prospects for contentment.
VIRGO
• Aug 23 to Sept. 22+
Problem solving doesn't come easy
for you at present. Don't get
discouraged. Save serious intellectual
work for another time.
LIBRA
tSept.23toOct.22)
e
w
ir
Be sure someone doesn't stick you
with the tab at a get-together. Money
could be at the root of a dispute with a
child.
SCORPIO
COE
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Trying to set things right with a
family member today may only lead
to further discord. Others aren't
ready to face issues.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
You're in a happy-go-lucky mood,
but avoid carelessness when driving.
Someone you meet today doesn't tell
the truth.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A power-play situation could
develop with a friend over a financial
matter. Still, a chance to improve in-

By Abigail
come comes now.
AQUARIUS
Jan 20 to Feb. 181
It's best to put aside career concerns today. Doors won't open for you,
as the parties involved have other
questions on their minds. '
PISCES
seer
mew
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
' Don't let time by yourself cause you
:o,dwell on the things that might go
wrong. Needless worrycwill sap inner
strength.

FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARIV8,1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIFS
•
Mar. 21 to Apr, 191
Pat
This is an exciting time for you
socially and romantically. After a
fulfilling day-, you'll pause for some
reflection.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May. 20
You'll know just whom to contact today to put together the missing pieces
of an upcoming business move. Congratulations!
Mily• 21 to June 20 1
Everything falls into place regarding travel and romance. Loved ones
are busy making happy plans.
CANCER
June 21 to July M
It'sa good day for presenting'new
ideas to higher-ups and- for overall
career progress. Enhanced charisma
makes you very effective.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221
Whether single or married, you'll
find this the right time to accent

togetherness. Love at first sight is
possible!
VIRGO
Aug. 23to Sept. 22)
Sit
Everything runs according to your
schedule in business today. Evening
places a special accent on romance
and partnerships.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23to Oct. 22 )
Zt
frt
There's a special accent on excitement and romance today. Impromptu
get-togethers are likely. Investigate
new work options.
SCORPIO - • 23 to Nov.211
Implement those changes you've
been contemplating at home. Then,go
out somewhere special with a loved
one. Evening is romantic.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You're very much on the go today.
Social life is rewarding and the
creative side of life is also productive.
CAPRICORN
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may purchase something
beautiful for the home. A poetic mood
has you creating sonnets or cor-

lOct.

A

Van Buren

A

YOU BORN TODAY have management ability, but you do not always
handle your own funds wisely. You're
versatile and drawn to both the arts
and sciences. It is important that you
do your own thing to realize your
highest potential. You have
humanitarian interests and can succeed in law, politics and public life.
You see things in the large, but are not
always attentive to details. Put your
personal stamp on what you do and
you'll rise to the top of your field. Birthday of: Jim Brown,football player;
Alan Bates, actor; and Hal Holbrook,
actor.

responding with those dear to you.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Dancing, art or music may well appeal to you today. New friends join
your social circle. You'll also attract
romance.
PISCES
*Now
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
.
A surge of self-confidence' comes
after the completion of some tasks.
The satisfaction of a job well done
shows in your countenance.

A

YOU BORN TODAY are drawn to
public service and motivated by
humanitarian principles. Law,
politics and government service are
likely to appeal to you. At times, you
withdraw into yourself to your own
detriment. Always stress cooperation
in your dealings with others.
Idealistic pursuits usually appeal, to
you more than business. You're imaginative, sensitive, and usually
drawn to creative endeavors. You
work best in an atmosphere of
friendliness. Birthday of: Helen
Gurley Brown, writer; Jack Palarice,
actor; and Yoko Ono.artist.
•

By The
Associated Press
The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
the Feb. 18th week's
Issue of Billboard
magazine. Copyright
1985, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted
with permission.

4.443
Cabbage Patch Craziness
Produces Some Sauerkraut
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't agree
more with "Ashamed American
Mother," who refuses to buy into the
Cabbage Patch craziness. I feel
exactly as she does.
Cabbage Patch Kids have become
the new status symbol for American
youngsters. I am dumbstruck by the
number of otherwise intelligent,
sensible adults buying into this
mania and fostering a frenetic need
in their children to possess—what?
'A cuddly baby doll? Certainly there
are cuddly baby dolls galore that
cost far less than $50 to $100,do not
require putting one's name on a sixmonth waiting list, and can be
dressed, cuddled and loved. But
owning a Cabbage Patch Kid is the
newest form of snobbery.
When my daughter's peers are
older and into drugs, I want her to
be able to think for herself and say
"No," despite what everyone else is
doing.
I may be considered a "mean
mommy" by some, but I refuse to
follow along like one more sheep to
the cabbage patch. My daughter, in
fact, is rather proud of the fact that
she doesn't own one.
SANE AMERICAN MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: You will be
pleased to know that the Cabbage Patch Kids had the stuffings beat out of them insofar as
my readers were concerned.The
mail ran 300-to-1 against them.
*
VEAR ABBY: My daughter is
getting married soon. We are addressing the wedding invitations,
but here's the question: She and her
fiance don't need any household
items—all they really need is money.
Would it be OK to write something
like that on the invitations? Arid
how should it be worded?
NO )14k1E, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: It is never
OK to ask for money instead of

THE FAR SIDE

*•*

DEAR ABBY: I've been married
for nearly two years to a man I went
with for about a year. I thought'we
had a great marriage until I found
some photos and love notes in his
briefcase. These items were from a
woman he works with. Abby, please
believe me, I wasn't snooping; he
had gone to bed and I was looking
for some postage stamps.
I was thunderstruck! We have
associated with this woman and her
husband since we. st-arted going
together, but I never suspected there
was anything between her and my
husband.
My husband claims that the affair
lasted for only a short time and it
was over long before I found the
items. He begged me not to talk with
her about this, as it would make his
life miserable at work, and jobs are
scarce.
After the initial shock subsided, I
forgave him and agreed not to bring
it up again. Now I'm wondering if I
would feel better knowing more
about what happened, when, and
for how long. Or would it be better to
just try to put it out of my mind?(It's
not easy. Just because I don't talk
about it doesn't mean I don't think
about it.T
THE HONEYMOON IS OVER

TOP LP's
1 "Like A Virgin" Madonna (Sire)
2 "Make It Big - Wham
(Columiba ,
3 "Boni In The
A "Bruce Spr.
ingsteen (Columbia)
4 "Centerfield" John Fogerty
(Warner Bros I
5 "Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
I Atlantic )
6 New Edition" New Edition
I MCA I
7 "Purple Rain" Prince k The
Revolution (Warner Bros )
8 "Reckless- Bryan Adams
(AkM)
9 "17" Chicago (Full Moon.
Warner Bros )
COUNTRY SINGLES
1 '•I3aby's Got Her Blue Jeans On
Mel McDaniel I Capitol)
2 "Baby Bye Bye" Gary Morris
Warner Bros. I
3 "You Turn Me On" !Like A
Radio)" Ed Bruce (RCA)
1 "My Baby's Got Good Timing"
Dan Seals (EMI-Amerlca
5 "My. Only Love" The Statlez
Bros Mercury.)
6 "A Lady Like You" Glen Campbell (Atlantic America
7 "Crazy For Your Love Exile
(Epic
8 "All Tangled Up In Love" Gus
Hardin (RCA)
9 "Make My Life With You" The
Oak Ridge Boys )MCA)
Adult Centernporary Stogies
"Carele•s Whisper" Wham
(Columbia,
2 "Foolish Heart" Steve Perry
Columbia)
3 "I Want To Know What Love Is''
Foreigner ( Atlantic)
4 "Missing You" Diana Ross
(RCA)
5 "Crazy" -Kenny Rogers RCA
6 "Keeping The Faith" Billy Joel
(Columbia)
7 'Can't Fight This Feeling" RE()
Speedwagon Epic )
8 -Too Late For Goodbyes Johan
Lennon I Atlantic
9 "You're The Inspiration
Chicago )Full Moon Warner Bros )

DEAR OVER:You were deeply
wounded,and wounds won't heal
until they have been properly
cleansed. Family counseling for
both of you is my recommendation. If he won't go, go without
him. You need to learn how to
forget as well as forgive.
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SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
Quality software
at discount prices
for your Apple,
C-64 or IBM PC.
753-2320

0

Have your
bloodpressure

checked
wHAT
THAT
I\ FOR "P

I BROUGHT MY
VIOLIN TODAY TO
ADD A LITTLE CLASS
TO OUR, LUNCH

.1.
-

4.

Located inside
John's
Saving Center
Open
3-7 PM. Mon.-Fri •
1-5 PM Sat

,,,,,,menconWiliOrt
liAssociatiOn

f

GLASS work, a com-

plete line 'of glass repair
& replacement work for

JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call' for an appointment 436-2524 or
438-5496.
•
Ver -.ea•*ay* Sweeraift snr

the car, home and
business. Install auto
glass, fix storm windows, storm doors,
wood and metal sash
windows. Mirrors And
glass table tops, patho.
door glass and glass for
fireplaces replaced'.
Store front glass, stor
front metal doors and
closers replaced. Door
weather strips and
some home improvement work. Plus store
fixture work, glass
shelves, display cases.
,stands, racks and decor
mirrors made to
speeifittation. M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center, Ph.
753-0180.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

I I e•

THE CAT HAIR
REFUSES TO
ASSOCIATE
WITH THE
PO(.1 HAIR

Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Baskets, Gorilla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes.
Catering, Free Delivery.
753-92E10

"Well, I'll be. You've snagged some humongous
hat, Frank ... Heh heh, heh ... ha, ha, ha ...
HAHAHAHAHAHA!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Oriental nurse
5 Night birds
9 Cleaning utensil
12 Story
13 Region.
14 Time gone by
15 Printer's
measure
16 Sagacious
18 &tarry
20 Paid notice
22 Intertwine
24 Rodents
27 Matures
29 Stalk
31 Small rug
32 Calumniate
34 Wild plum
36 Japanese
drama
37 Repeals
39 Vegetable

HAVE YOU HEARD
OF MACTHE KNIFE

F WINE IMPRO'VES
TH AGE

'
•
12

NEY„ HE'S
COMING-RIGHT AT
ME!

'
,
N.'
41
/
4
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4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Al X
I
RI
MA
0
AT
T
A
A
0
VT
A - A D E

41 Symbol for
tellurium
42 Poses for
portrait
44 Strip of leather
45 Terminate "
47 Makes lace
49 Directs
50 Halt
52 Knocks
54 Fulfill
55 By way of
57 Food fish
59 Pronoun
61 Female deer
63 Twirled
65 Evergreen tree
67 Those holding
office
68 Sly look
69 Carry

IR
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13
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2 Control
3 Indian mulberry
4 Chop
5 Fertile spots in
desert

Devoured
5

A

A

DOWN

8

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759.4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

0

A

9

11

10

14
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NOT SINGLES
I. careless Whisper" Wham
i Columbia I
2 "Lover Boy" Billy Ocean I Jive•
Arista)
3 "Easy Lover" Philip Bailey
(Columbia)
4 "Can't Fight This Feeling" REO
Speedwagon (Epic )
5 "I Want To Know What Love Is
Foreigner (Atlantic(
•
6 "Neutron Dance" The Pointer
Sisters (Planet)
7 "The Heat Is On" Glenn Frey
(MCA)
8 "California Girls" David Lee
Roth (Warner Bros
9 "Method Of Modern Love"
Daryl Hall k John Oates (RCA i

wedding gifts. Should the bride
and groom be asked if they
prefer money rather than a gift,
then, and only then, would it be
proper to indicate that money is
preferred.

By GARY LARSON

2 .

NORTH ti41 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
Information call 7534566

6 Takes from
7 French article
8 Carpenter's tool
9 Title of respect
10 King of Bashan
1.1 River in Italy
17 Negative prefix
19 Teutonic deity
21 Erase: printing
23 Succor
25 Equivalent in
value
26 Bends
27 Lessens
28 Transgressions
30 Cries like a cow
33 Redact
35 Girl's name
38 Asterisk
40 Dry
43 Sculptured
likeness
46 PigeonS.
48 Spirit colloq
51 Greek letter
53 Symbol for tin
56 Viper
58 Suitable
60 Diocese
61 Roman gods •
62 Attached to
64 Hebrew letter
66 Maiden loved
by Zeus
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KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
900 Coldwater Rd.
759-4577
childrens
Used
clothing .0-6X and
nursery equipment.

grE Domino's Pizzas
valuable coupon in the
yellow pages of the
Murray Callo-way
County phone book

Happy 40th
Birthday
Jack Foley
Your Looking Good

TRY ale New Avon
earnings opportunity
and earn $250-$500
weekly. Call 753-0232
anytime For service
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2.Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

6. Help Wanted
WANTED. 15 yr. old
interested in babysit•
Mtg. References required. Call 753-8184
after 5p.m.

TIEER

15. Articles for Sale
SEARS
ze bed, 1
yr. old, excellent condition, $800. Call 759-9928.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
washer with 4 cycles.
Only $6.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530596.
WHilTtLPOOL 17 cu ft refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0596.

out of work long.
Bills piling up? Looking
for a way out? DON'T
B E LAZY, get
motivated. Call 762-3839
to learn how I Gan help
Olds Pont Cad Buick
you start building personal and financial 16. Home
Furnishings
success.. YOU CAN
change your life for the
5. Lost and Found
dryer with 3 temp selecbetter!
FOUND young male EASY ASSEMBLY tions. Only $4.00 per
beagle on Spring' Creek WORK! $600.00 per 100. week. Rudolph Goodyear,
Baptist Rd. Call Guaranteed payment. 753-0596.
753-0043.
No experlInce/no
LOST calico cat wear- sales. Details send self- 19. Farm Equipment
ing yellow collar with addressed stamped enI.D. tags, Edinborough velope; Elan Vital- 332,
tool boxes in town.
Dr. area. Call 753-8931.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. Make us prove it. All at
LOST gold ring with red Pierce, Fl. 33482.
special prices. Vinson
stone at Murray
Tractor Company 753Calloway County
ELECTRICIAN
4892.
Hospital. Sentimental
Journeyman w /exvalue. Reward. Call
20. Sports Equipment
perience
be
Missy Conner 753-0273.
NUNCHAKUS
prepared to take
ITEDTUM dog, golden
ballbearing, $12. Pracpractical exam Murrust color with green
tice chuks, rubber
collar (has name &
ray area project.
coated. $6. Throwing
phone no.) Answers to
P.O. Box 1040-S
stars, Samurai swords,
Jessie. Reward offered.
butter fly kinives.
Lost in vicinity of
Rogers Gun Shop 759coldwater Rd. Call 753 9. Situation Wanted
RAULING of all kinds, 9673.
0692.
MISSING from vicinity clean attics, basements 24. Miscellaneous
of Broad & Sycamore. & garages. Haul garbyellow male cat, wear- age in county. Free FIRE logs. Pine Mouning white collar. Family estimates. Call after tain. 3 hour, multi color,
$1.59 case of 6 $8.59.
pet, loved & ,missed 5:30p.m. 437-4568.
very much. On medica- SEWING- alterations, Coast to Coast.
tion, been lost for 1 babysitting, ironing. All MOVER special, dust
week. If anyone has him my work's • guaranteed. cup mojel. No .bags
please release -him so he All types of tailoring. - I needed, _Reg. $159.99
can come home. Call have an answering reduced to $129.99.
753-6309.
machine so for any of Coast to Coast
these services call Hardware.
JCP exercise bench,
Barbara 759-1836.
WILL do babysitting in with leg lift, chinning
6
Help Wanted
my home day & night. bar & lat bar, $250. Call
759-9926.
•
KENBAR Inn Resort & Call 753-6043.
LARGE Ashley wood
Club needs pro- 13. Ear Sale or
.Trade
stove. Nice condition.
fessional. comCall 759-4663
missioned salespeople 1973 NOVA, 24,000 miles
to sell club member- for 1983 or 1984 Olds, gas NEW wedding gown for
ships. prospects fur- or diesel plus cash. Call sale, never been worn.
Call 759-1551.
nished. Excellent 436-4608.
working conditions. GEORGE Hodge and ROOMS of red shag
Must be energetic, en, Son. We buy trade and carpet, 2 sliding patio
thusiasllc & clean cut. sell used furniture. doors, 2 commercial
Call Larry Suiter 9-5 appliances and TV's. micro waves. Call 474For sale: used freezers, 2773 Brass Lantern
daily, 502-362-8652.
kENLAKE State Re- refrigerators. ranges, Restaurant.
sort Park is currently. washers & dryers, used SEASONED firewood putting together a file of bunk beds, regular oak, hickory, mixed
local entertainers. If beds, bedroom suites, hardwoods $30/rick
you sing, dance, call dinette suites, couch & delivered. Min. order 2
square dances, perform chair sets, odd chairs & ricks. Call John Boyer
-magic, tend bar,' teach couches, shelves & 753-0338.
fishing techniques or bookcases, pots, pans STEREO cabinet; rehave almost any unique and dishes. 010 Dixieland "frigerator, solid oak
new baby bed $325, bunk
talent and would like to Shopping Center.
beds, regular beds, love
be considered for part
14.
Want
to
Buy
seat and carpet. Call
time employment mail
your resume (no phone rSED piano in good 759-4194 or 753-7746.
calls please) to Joe condition. Call 753-3006 TWIN beds and dresser,
West. recreation direc- evenings.
$125.
Mobile Home.
tor, Kenlalce State Re- WANT to buy standing $7500. Grand Prix. $950.
sort Park, Rt 1, Hardin, timber. Call 492-8877
Must Sell. Call 753-5292.
K 1417
104
4.
or_
WHIRLPOOL microwave
a sitter
oven with 700 watts cook
15. Articles for Sale
month old boy in their
ing power, Only $4.50
home, pay $30 per week
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
Prefer Murray City
753-0595.
limits or with in 10 min.
25. Business Services
drive. Call 753-9718.

WHIRLPOOL heavy

wr-hwe-th-rgw-Fi-EK

OFFICE
FURNITURE

DAIRYMAN
NEEDED
With experience.
Troller available.
1-554-4550
WANT someone to
clean my house. Call
753-3953.

Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302

PRODUCTION OPERATORS
Machining
Assembly
We have iiOrroximately twenty (20) openings in a production line start-up- The jobs
will be filled with individuals possessing a
positive attitude, the willingness to work
and the desire and ability to succeed with
a growing company. Experience in
assembly and machining in an industrial
environment a plus.
The normal work schedule will consist of six
(6) hours per day, thirty (30) hours per
week; 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The Cabinet for Human Resources, Dept.
for Employment Services will be accepting
applications for the above positions at Roy
Stewart Football Stadium Room 205 Wed.Thurs. Feb. 20-Feb. 21 from 8 a.m.-6p.m.
EEO/MFH

AIRLINE
CAREERS
Find out if you qualify for our 12-week
training and a career in the Airlineam el
industry. Jolts over 2000 Graduates
placed with more than 80 Airlines

FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR

Monday - February 18th
Holiday Inn
727 Joe Cliffton Dr..
Paducah, Ky.
7:00 P.M.
Interviews scheduied at Seminar'

1% here iis heir( a:cAr. lic,1:irt'

INTERNATIONAL AIR ACADEMY
iancouver
St Louis
Ontario
Washington • Missouri • California

r

Richard W. Jones
I- Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. BS in accounting
with 14 years experience
in preparing personal.
business and farm returns.
94 West and
Oaks Road
Call 753-3215 for appointment day or night.
FOR advertising
specialties, calendars,
magnetic signs, and
political campaign
materials, call Jim
Cain, Murray: Ky.
Phone (502) 759-1602.
You feel no pain when
you bui from Cain."
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50. long forms $15
and up (includes
Federal & State). In
home service for
elderly or shut-ins. Call
489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.m. for appointment
or information.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free ,pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State 13-riars of
experience preparing In
dividual, Business. Panne(
ship, and Corporate
returns Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients Now preparing
returns day or night call
759-1425
an
for
appointment
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1982 11 x62 BUCCANEER, 2 BR, 1 bath,
partially furnished. Serious inquiries only.
After 6p.m. 753-8785
1983 MOUNTAIN Brook
14x64, 2 BR, I large
bath, all electric, partially furnished. 1 owner, bought nee, August
'83. 753-0100, after 4p.m.
474-237'4 Will sell for
payoff.
IS CRITERION 12x80, I
BR, 1 bath, partially
furnished. Moving must
sell. Phone 759-1608
after p.m.
TAUST sell 1989 14x5/
mobile home, excellent
condition, central heat,
furnished, tie downs,
straps. utility pole.
underpinning. 7 months
oecuppnc,y Call 12-1507'
or 64411115
•

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
NICE 12x65 trailer, 2 by%
2 bath, 6 mi. east of
Murray on 94 east. All
new carpet, new well &
pump, 2.6 acres of
farmed land. Call 7533894.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

43

Real Estate

REAL ESTATE
43 acres south of Murray.
111 acres with 2 houses on
East 94.
•
2 bedroom on S. 15th.
3 bedroom on 121 S.
3 bedroom with basement on N. 5th.
3 bedroom with basement on 3 acres.
3 bedroom. 2 acres near
Sockusburg Hill.
2 acre lot in county.

BEDROOM trailer.
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
759-1417.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
rent, mobile home,
furnished, nice. Virgil
WILSON REALTY
Reding, Hwy 641 1 mile
302 N. 12th
from Hazel, Ky. Call
492-8806. Rent ;150
Phone 753-3263
;ninth,
n $30Oc
Home 753-5086
nice
mobile
home, water & appliances furnished.
Couples only. No pets. 44. Lots for Sale
Central heat & air, T.V. 1 ACRr lot with septic
tower. Call 492-8348.
tank, well, 30x30 shop
with half bath. East of
Murray. Call 436-5510. 1 LOTS for sale, ap30. Business Rentals
proximately 1 acre,
*A'OR 'lease, e04 Olive near Land Between the
St., 3,000 sq. ft. of office Lakes. Asking $7,000.
space., 3 months free Call 602-458-2075.
rent with 3' yr. lease.
Call collect: Wayne
45. Farms for Sale
Mayes 502-582.1400.
APPROXIMATELY 14
32. Apts for Rent
acres all cleared, large
1 BR basement apt. All pond, fenced & plenty of
utilities & cable fur- road frontage. Located
nished. See at 1825 1 block off Hwy 94
Hamilton Ave any time between Lynn Grove &
T u e •
T•11 u r
& Tri City, $15,000. Call
weekends
'. Afternoons L.G. Williams, Chief
Mon., Wed., & Fri. Paduke Realty in
fema.les only.
Paducah 443-7303.
rOtPLE of female
graduate students will 46. Homes for Sale
share a 3 BR house near 3 BR brick house, full
MSU and 'doivntoivri. basement with 1 BR
753-8577 or call collect upstairs apt. & 2 BR
443-1071 for Kathy.
garage apt. Located
EXTREMELY energy 11/2 block from hospiefficient one BR duplex tal, 713 Elm. Call
on Hwy 280. Water 502-395-4756.
furnished. Call 753-8848.
1 BR home in Hardin. 2
FIJRNISHED Apartment acres, central air &
one bedroom, also sleep- heat, full basement
ing room. Adults only. Only serious inquiries
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th call 437-4713.
Street. Murray. Call 753Y owner, beautiful
6609.
Cape Cod, 4 BR, 2 bath,
TAKING applications 31'x22' family room,
for Section 8. Rent finished basement, gas
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 heat, -TVA insulation,
BR. Apply Hilldale low utilities. Beautifully
Apts., Hardin, Ky. landscaped with patio,
Equal Housing garden & fenced yard.
(:)ortunity.
Excellent location. For
TWO bedroom furnished appointment call 753and one bedroon un- 7522.
.
furnished apartment, TITREE bedroom brick
Lease and deposit re- house. • Full basement
quired, no pets, - adults with one bedroom uponly. Call 753-9208 after 4 stairs apartment and two
bedroom garage apart•
WANTED: Small apt or ment. Location 1/2 block
room for female near from Hospital. 713 Elm
MSU on or 'before mid Street. Call 1396-4756.
March Until mid
August. 489-2525.
48. Auto Services
33. Rooms for Rent
OOD reconditioned
R.00143 near campus. batteries, guaranteed,
Boys only. Call 753-5661.
$15. Call 753-3711.

roR

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR gas heat, city. g
room house, city. New 2
BR townhouse. 2 BR
near lake, 2 BR Graves
County, 3 room apt.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
BR house. $200 a
month plus deposit.
Adults 753-6156.
1 BEDROOM house,
1639 Miller, Murray.
492-8225.
REMODELED 3 BR:* all
electric. $250 rent. $150
deposit. Call 753-9829.
37. Livestock-Supplies

1000 BALES of *hay,
$2.00 a bale. Call 4.35
4237.
760 BALES of Timothy
hay. Call 489-2466.
GOOD hay for sale.
Round & square bales.
Contact Thomas Lamb
Jr. 753-8555.
38. Pets -Supplies
3 BEAUTIFUL
Pomeranian puppies, 2
sable, 1 white, $150 ea.
Call 489-2651.
AKC Brittany Spaniel
puppies. Call 753-0874.
ge German Shepard
puppies & guard dogs.
Call 1-554-2153.
REGISTERED AKC
Collie puppies, 6 weeks
old. Ready for new
homes. Call 759-1867.

.43. Real Estate
RANK of Murray & Pm
H.A. repossessed pro- •
perties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 304.50
Opened
Today
305.50
Up.-.1.00 -

49. Used Cars
1974 'VEGA Coupe, excellent .cond., auto, ps,
63,000 miles, asking
$1200 or best offer. Call
762-4789.
1976 CADILLAC, Coupe
de Ville, fully loaded
$1200. Call 758-7111 or 4365869.
1977 GRAND Prix, red,
loaded. Please call after
6p.m. 759-4506.
BLTICK Regal. Call
759-1087.
1979 COUGER XR-7.
26000 miles, excellent
condition, $5600 or best
offer. Call 759-1524.
1979 DATSUN 310. Good
condition, $1800 firm.
Call 753-8162 after 5p.m
1979 El, Camino, amfm, case, tilt, cruise.
Nice. $4,000. Call 7537275.
1979 OLDS, Toro.
black/red leather.
wires, 350, 60,000 miles,
new tires, beautiful car.
$8250. Call 753-8512.
1082 Z-28 Camaro, dar
-rblue metallic, t-top. velure interior, EFtS stereo
system, all options, New
Eagle GT radials, car in
showroom condition. Will
sell $500 below book or
best offer. Call 753-8317
ask for Tim.
'71 MERCEDES 220-D,
$4,000. Call 489-2487.
84 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm, 2 dr, triple
burgandy; power windows, doors, seats; tilt,
cruise; am-fm; factory
wheels, raised letter
tires; vinyl 'roof, velour
split seats; 12,000 miles.
like new Call 753-6879
or 753-8679-

Irs

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.33
Opened
Today
6.31
Down
.02

Complimpni, of.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold Silver S. I:No.110nd%
Hours. 10 5 Doily. 12 5 Sundoy

AMVETS POST #45
Hwy. 79, Paris Landing Tn.

SWEETHEART DANCE
Friday 15th,,WUrday 16th
8:30 p.m.-12:30'Om
Featuring: Rowdy Band

4 9 . Used Cars

53. Services Offered

'78 PONTIAC Firibled,
red & gold with T-tops
Loaded with all the
extras. Call 437-4231.
180 OLDSMOBILE 9E
Regency, B-350, all
accessories except
moon roof, 4 dr.
burundy, Michelin Urea.
Locally owned. Call
Day 527-8164, Night
527-1450.
'81 MONTE Carlo,
sharp, extra clean. Call
759-1211.
'82 Z28. black & gold
Excellent condition
Call 753-4487

•
•
•
•
•

753 8298

CARTER

STUDIO

• 300 MAIN ST SUM
• I North I'd Intro°,,

Services Offered

Free Estimates

759-1983

5 1 . Campers
LELY,15 ft, roterra, good
condition $1895. Galloway
Motors Henderson, Ky.
1-826-6263.

JOINER'S Tree Ser
vice. 30 years ex•
periente. Also bucket
truck .for. hire. Call
753-0366.
LICENSED Electrician
52. Boats•Motors
for residential, and
REW pontoon boat & commercial. Heating
Johnson motor, re- and air condition, gas
cently purchased. Call installation and repair.
759-1087.
Phone 753-7203.
NEED work on your
53. Services Offered
trees? Topping, pruning, shainng, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
15 Years Experience,
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
References, Free
753-0338. Estimates.

ROOFING!

436-2999
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers. refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6966 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
tiILL Electric is now rewinding electric motors.
Call 753-9104.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
ENERAL HOMr"
REPAIR. 15 years experience.. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.

Professional
Stump Removal
Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

Services Offered

53

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Aluminum and Vinyl
Sears 753.2310 for free
siding and Aluminum
estimate.
trim for all booms. If
NAROLD S Tree Ser
stops painting.
vice. Topping, cutting,
trimming, etc Also,
Jack Glover
clean-up work, shrubb
ery & over grown areas.
753-1873
Fast, dependable ser
50. Used Trucks
vice. Insured For free
SEWING Machine Re
1988 F-100 SWB with 302 estimates call 437 4607.
V-8, 3 speed. call 753- INSULATION blown in pair. All makes .and
models Industrial,
6581.
by Sears. TVA a p
1976 CJ-5, V-8, pa, $2400. proved. Save on those home and commercial
Call 753-7291.
high heating and cool- 38 yrs. experience. All
1980 FORD F-150 pickup ing bills. Call Sears work guaranteed Ken
4x4. 2-tone blue. Good 753-2310 for free neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
estimate.
condition. Call 753-5708.
SHOLAR Plumbing &
1984 CHEVY van. PS,
Electric. Call 437 4740
pb, air, president
Irrigation Residential
THWEATTS Alternaseries, raised roof, color
CAMPBELL WELL
tor, Generator & Starter
TV., loaded. 753-5976 or
DRILLING
Service (rebuilt & reafter p.m. 436-5862.
McKenzie, To.
paired). Route 41, Almo,
FIORD 4x4, blue, sharp
Call Collect
KY, 4 2 0 2 0 . Shop
looking, lock-in lock-out
901 352 3671 or
(502)753-8742.
hubs. Firm $2650. Call
901-352 5704
753-4783 after 5p.m.
Free Estimates

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Born Posts
4. *Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Mur.ray,.Ky.
Phone 759-1099

THORNTON'S
BODY SHOP
& WRECKER
SERVICE
24 Hr. Service
502-759-1596
2112 Coldwater Rd.

WET BASEMENT'? Sfer
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753'6763

TLC
We

clean
everything with

TENDER, toyiN
CARE
Carpets DRY'
cleaned. New
machine, only
one *in this area.
759-9754
759-1834
57

Wanted
AVOCADO appliances
Need washer.' dryer,
electric range & re•
frigerator. all in good
condition. Call 436-5806.
WANTED.' a guiel
Christian lady as live in
companion to elderly
lady. Room, board ifir
salary. Call 753-3077 or
492-8225

Oriuty•s

ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
plumbing,' fencing. You
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
name it, I do it. You
•
buy, I install. You
/it Vf ARS
•
break: I fix. Call 436SOLID WOOD CABINETS It
f.XPlf RIF Nit f
2868.
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
P AINTING
Birch • Oak • VValnut • Cherry •
paperhanging,
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
commercial
re- •
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE 8. FURNITURE
REFINISHING
sidential. Free es- ▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By a Soo Our
Display •
timates. References 25
•
yrs. experience.
2
1 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
•
•
•
•
•11•
•
•
•
••
••_11 p•
•
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Car
8.8'- APR.
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
Financing Rate on 5-10
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.
Pickups Through 3-31-85
iiimmem=:)
IN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
vesomraverrami
753-2617
49111010111111111110Maa,
irimaremeriadmintrami.

PAINTING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

WALLIS DRUG

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*

'PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

Classified Ad Form
To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
City State
Zip
Phone

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.

.
:44 -444.4444

-yr

Wedding
Photography
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Bennett refused an honorary degree

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Frances
Roberts dies
here Friday

Mrs. Blalock funeral today
Ellis Ruddle
The funeral for Mrs. at Mills Manor Nursing
Wilmouth Blalock will Home, Mayfield. She
funeral held
be today at 2 p.m. in the was the widow of Willis
chapel of the Byrn L Blalock.
in Fulton.
She l's survived by
Funeral Home,

Mrs. Frances Wiggins Mayfield. The Rev. three daughters, Mrs.
Roberts, 74, of 306 South Glenn Cope wll Margaret Acree of Mur• ' ray, and Mrs Helen
11th Street, Murray, officiate.
Burial will follow in Egner and Mrs. Wanda
died at 9:08 p.m. Friday
the North Mt. Zion Jackson of Mayfield;
In her home.
Funeral ar- Cemetery in Graves two sisters, Mrs. Cecilia
Chillcutt and Mrs. Louis
rangements are being County.
Mrs. Blalock, 68, Rt. Adams, Graves County;
handled by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home 2. Mayfield, died nine grandchildren; 16
of Murray and as of ear- Wednesday at 9:31 a.m. great-grandchildren.
ly Saturday were still
incomplete.
Roberts is survived by
one daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Opal Tyree Hale, by one sister, Mrs.
Charles (Betty I 83, Rt. 8, Murray, died Sylvan ( Velma)
Houston, of Canton, Friday at 2:57 p.m. at Darnell, Rt. 8, Murray;
Miss. and two sons, Bill 'the Murray-Calloway one niece,'Mrs. Carlos
Wiggins, of Keokuk. County Hospital.
(Jean) Steele. Kevil.
Iowa, and Kenney WigHer husband, Fred
-The J.H. Churchill
gins, of South Bend, Ind. Hale, died in 1958. She Funeral Home will be in
Se is survived by five was a member of the charge of the funeral
sisters, Marie Gantt. of First Baptist Church. - .and burial
Murray; Mrs. Marvin
Mrs. Hale is survived arrangements.
(Bernice ) Hall. of
Marion; Mrs. Ernie
Agnes) Kern. of
Granite City, Ill.; Mrs.
She is survived by her
Services for Mrs.
Chappel ( Virginia
husband,
Herbert
Carol
Reynolds
will
be
Bridges, of Granite City, Ill. ; and Mrs. Lacy today at 1 p.m. in the ReynoldS; two
Brownie ) Ricks, also of chapel of the Atkins- daughters, Kimberly
Prince, Murray, and
Granite City,. Ill.; and Farmer Funeral Home,
Kelley
Brookport,
Ill.
Prince,
Rick
one brother,. Ed Mize, of
Reeder will officiate.
Brookport; one son.
Burfal will follow in Chris Reynolds, and a
Roberts is survived by
stepson, Ron Reynolds!
the Pell Cemeteiy.
nine .grandchildren and
Brookport; her parents,
Mrs.
Reynolds,
40,
309
.
.onagrandchild.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben
She.was a member of Ohio St., Brookport;
Smith,
and one brother,
died
Thursday
at
the
the First Baptist Church
Western Baptist Kerry Smith, Kevil.
of Murray.
r.
Hospital, Paducah

Mrs. Hale dies here Friday

Mrs. Rev nolds rites today

THE ACES k
"The great pkasure in life is
doing what people say you cannot
do."
— Walter Bagehot.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•AK 2
V 854 2
•A K
49AJ85

2-16-A

WEST
EAST
How does South take 11 tricks in
•Q 7 6 3
•J 9 8
today's diamond game? If you •Q J
•K 7 3
10 9
think it all depends upon avoiding •3
•Q 4 2
-the loss of a trump trick, look 41.(4 7 4 3
46K 1096
again. Things are not always what
SOUTH
they seem to be:
1054
The quickest way to defeat is to
V A6
win the heart ace and play
•J 1098 7 6 5
dummy's top diamonds. The queen
+2
fails to drop and South loses a heart
Vulnerable' Neither. Dealer:*
and a spade in addition to the
trump queen. How does South man- South. The bidding: ;
age to pull his rabbit out of the hat? South
West
North
East
His first step is to think about
3•
Pass
5•
All pass
alternative chances, so that he can
put all of dummy's entries to good
Opening lead: Heart queen
use.
BID WITH THE ACES
He wins his ace of hearts and
returns a heart. The defenders
2,,-16111
switch to trumps and dummy's ace
South
holds
wins. South ruffs a heart and leads
a second trump to dummy's king,
•Q 7 6 3
discovering the bad news. Undaunt•Q J 109
ed, he ruffs dummy's last heart.
•3
East discarding a club.
. itbQ 7 4 3
South continues with a club to
dummy's ace and ruffs a club. A North SOuth
spade to dummy's ace and another 1•
club ruff produce South's fourth ANSWER: One heart. With two (Ourmiffing' trick. Finally a spade to card majors, respond "up the line."
dummy's king allows South to lead
dummy's last club. If East ruffs, Semf bridge 'questions to The Aces!'f'0 Box
South discards' his SpAde Itraer: If ,- 12363. Dallas. Texas 752.23.'nth self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
East discards, South scores his last
-e
Copyright ISO
Vested Feature Syndicate
diamond for the game-going trick.

Farm scenes
inspire artist
NEWBURGH. Ind.
( AP ) — No landscapes,
portraits or abstracts
for artist Gary Olson.
For the past 10 years, he
has painted nothing but
cows and bulls,
"probably enough for
several good-sized
herds."
Olson has painted
dairy cows and beef
cows, skinny calves and
sturdy bulls. Cows in
cozy barns and cows on
lonely plains.
"The cow is an animal
that has a lot of personal
significance for me,"
said Olson. a 39-year-old
associate professor of
art at the University of
Evansville.
"I wasn't raised on a
farm, but my aunt and
uncle had a dairy farm
in Minnesota where I'd
go sometimes. Those
were some of the happies times of my
childhood. I realized
later that I was trying to
trally retura to the
farm, and the cow is the
epitome of the farm."

- Program

set

"Techniques in Applique" wW be the program to be presented at
the meeting of the Quilt
LoverS Club on Tuesday, Feb. 19, at II p.m. at
'the Calloway Public
Library. All interested
persons are invited.

WASHINGTON ( AP )
— Education Secretary
William J. Bennett
won't be receiving an
honorary degree fronl
the University of the
Pacific because the
school's president says
Bennett disparaged
students and slighted
private colleges.

dent, wrote Bennett to stitution charges 912,500
withdraw an offer of an a year for tuition, room
honorary degree,saying and board, also said
he was "shocked" and Bennett displayed inoffended by the sensitivity to the needs
secretary's remarks of middle -income
that some students students who want to atmight have to forgo tend private
such luxuries as stereos, universities.
cars and beach vacations to make up for lost
Bennett said Friday
federal aid.
the degree was "theirs
Stanley E. McCaffrey,
to offer. It's theirs to
the university's presiMcCaffrey, whose in- revoke." But he added,

The funeral for Ellis
Lee Ruddle was Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton. Eddie
Cassetty officiated.
Burial was in the
Greenlea Cemetery,
Fulton.
Born in Calloway
County, he was the son
of the late Mr.'and Mrs.
James Ruddle. He was a
Lawrence E.
member of the Central
Lamb, M.D.
Church of Christ and
was a retired foreman
for the Henry I. Siegel
Clothing Co., Fulton,
where he worked for 34
years.
He is survived by his
wite, Mrs. Louise
Holland Ruddle; two By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
sisters, Mrs. Allie
DEAR DR. LAMB — What can I
Parker of Paducah and put on my face to prevent pimples?
Mrs. Lillian Gilbert of About two weeks before I start my
Murray.
*period, my face breaks out badly.
Preceding him in
death were two 'DEAR READER — Since this hapbrothers, William pens only in' the last half of your menNewton Ruddle and Rex strual cycle, it is probably related to
your hormone balance. Estrogens
Ruddle.
tend to prevent acne, but proges
crone (progestins) stimulates the
sebaceous glands to produce more
In 1958, the Soviet sebum. This oily secretion is one of
Union proposed a the important factors in causing acne.
nuclear.frea gone from A woman lias more estrogen in the
the Arctic Circle to the first half of the cycle and more progesterone in the last half of the cycle.
Mediterranean.
Progesterone behaves much like the
male hormone testosterone. In fact,
progesterone is converted to testos-

DR.LAMB

Hormones can
affect acne

Videocassette
ratings listed
By The
Associated Press
The following are the
most popular
videocassettes as they
appear in the Feb. 18th
week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1985,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
. permission.
VideecaasetterSaks
I 'Purple Rain' (Warner)
2 'Jane Fonda's Workout" (Karl 1
3 Prime
I Kart)
The
Strikes BackCBS Fox
5 'Raiders Of The Lost Ark
Paramount 1'
6 'Raquel Total Beauty and
Fitness" (Thorn-EMI)
7 "Star Trek Ii The Wrath Of
Khan"iPaimmam0
a The Jane Fonda Workout
Challenge" (Karl)
Videocassette Reatak
1 'Police Academy I Warner)
2 ''Ttghtrope (Warner
3 "All Of Me (Thorn-EMI
1 "The Natural'(RCA-Columbia )
5 Romancing The Stone" (CBS
Fox
6 'Cloak And Dagger
MCA)
7 Purple Rain".1 Warner)
'The Empire Strikes Back
)CBS.Fox

terone, which then may be converted
to estrogen.
You should see a dermatologist
about your acne, since you need a
good treatment program. Your
gynecologist also may want to check
your hormone balance. If you are low
in estrogen, he or she may be able to
help you.
If you take birth-control pills, you
should know that those that are low in
progesterone and contain mostly
estrogen usually stop acne. Others do
not. Enovoid-E, Ovulen, Ortho-Novum
and Norinyl usually cause this type of
acne to disappear.
A dermatologist may want you to
use benzoxyl peroxide on your skin.
This is a peeling agent that helps to
dry the skin's oily secretions and kill
bacteria in the pores that contribute
to acne.
I have discussed the management
of acne in the Health Letter, Special
Report 29, Controlling Acne, which I
am sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Two years
ago, I awakened with the right side of
my face totally paralyzed. My eye
wouldn't close, they wouldn't produce
tears, and I couldn't move my eyebrows or mouth on the right side. I
saw a doctor within 24 hours and he

"I don't think it's a particularly good _day for
the University of the
Pacific, frankly."
Bennett told The
Associated Press he was
"a little dismayed" by
some of McCaffrey's
remarks in the letter
rescinding the invitation
to speak and receive an
honorary degree at a
university convocation
May 24.

said I had Bell's palsy. He began daily
injections of Cortisone and prescribed
tetracycline. A week later I visited a
neurosurgeon, who confirmed the
diagnosis and said that nothing could
be done about it.
I had electrical stimulation, but it
took three months to see any
improvement. Gradually, I was able
to move my eyebrow and movement
returned to my face. The eye began to
close, but I become very tized and
stiff in the eye-mouth area after a full
day's work.
Is there any new therapy, medication or any other treatment for this
disease? I'm 37 and would like to
know what is in store for me.
DEAR READER — Yours is a fairly typical story about the onset of
Bell's palsy. No one really knows
what causes it, and it is often
confused with a stroke. However, it is
believed to be caused by an inflammation of the facial nerve that passes
from the brain to activate the facial
muscles.
There is not much new regarding
treatment of the problem. You were
treated properly. Cortisone (prednisone or other steroids) 'is used but
proof is lacking that it really helps. ;
Perhaps with continued exercising of
the muscles involved, you will gain
some improvement. It will not get
worse or cause any new difficulties
for you.
(NEWSPAPER ENTtRPRISE ASSN)

*************************************m********1

Lease A Demo Or Pre-Owned Luxury Car

1984 CORVETTE

1984 LINCOLN

(2 AVAILABLE)

TOWN CAR

1984 OLDS
CUTLASS 2 DR

$25900 $18900

$28900

PER MONTH

PER MOWN •

PER MONTH •

1984 BUICK
CrAL 2 Dk

PER MONTH •

etnplre

Call Gene At 502-753-Z617

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.

South 12th St.

•W ith Approved Credit & Usage Requirements. Based On 48 Mo Closed-End(Wolk-A woy) Lease,
15,000 Miles Per Year, Plus Tax & License Fees
************************************************2

• ••

JOE SMITH
CARPETS

MIN•=11•
.'
•••

Kakis/imitator

I/Ca./visaator

Heavy-Duty
Automatk
Washer

Automatk
Itsrmination
Dryer

MODEL AW500A

BadficOLUMM
Gas MAMA

•Large-capacity,
spoce-age poly- piopi.ten -wcrstlrut•
•All-fabric
progsamnirng
•3 agitate/spin
speed optiorls
on timer

PHILADELPHIA CARPETS
, . Sale
, ., 1799 Arpage

) 15.99
Affirmed
,,:),_, 14.99 Beyond Berber Seattle Slew
10.99
Secretariat
1
.1, 16.25
12.99 Magic Affair
Now & Forever 1/ 4,, 16.25 Ma!ic Touch
-. 14.25
10% Off
•1" Sq. Yd.
All In-Stock Plushes
1/2" Foam Carpet Padding
& Sculptured Shags
,
Rubber Back Commercial
In-Stock No-Wax,Vinyl 10% Off
Carpet $369Sq. Yd.
(Regularly As Low As $2.99 Sq. Yd.)

'Shuts off
automatically at
end or cycle
'Regular, Avtomat,c
' Permanent Press
and Kros/Delicates
cycles
•Wrinkle-prev'enting
cooldown

1

In Stock Wallpaper 20% Off
Our Daily Low Price of $4" Single Roll

JOE SMITH
HCI
o
CENTER
Sot.

Steele Allbritten

Hwy. 641 North Sale Ends Feb. 23, 1985 733-6660

209 S. 3rd
753-5341
Your Kelvinator Dealer

•
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